Yacht Charters
2012
Worldwide Sailing Holidays

Unbeatable Sailing

Breathtaking Locations

Experienced Staff

World-Class Yachts

Discover the World

THE BAHAMAS
BELIZE

With over 800 yachts in 30 breathtaking locations across
the globe, it’s time to take the sailing adventure of a lifetime!
Created for sailors, by sailors, our passion for what we
do drives the development of our sailing holidays giving
you more options to suit your level of sailing ability and
budget than anyone else! Our newest charter bases in the
Canaries, Belize, Grenada and Athens are all geared up
for you to set sail onboard one of our fantastic yachts and
explore our world of water... there’s nothing like it!
Our fleet continues to offer a wide range of new cutting
edge yachts; still the largest and most modern in the
world, we are investing to bring you more choice of yachts
than any other charter company.
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CARIBBEAN

Each boat is maintained to the highest of standards
and is backed by our Four Hour Guarantee. We have
a choice of great performance monohulls, including the
brand new Sunsail 38 monohull by Jeanneau, and the
world’s largest fleet of matched yachts - our UK fleet
of F40’s, built by Beneteau for the ultimate in cruising
and racing performance.
Working closely with Robertson & Caine, we also bring
you the next generation of cruising catamarans, the
revolutionary new catamaran - the Sunsail 444, big sister
to our popular Boat of the Year winner, the Sunsail 384.
So, get ready to sit back and relax onboard your perfect
yacht, in picture perfect surroundings, while the warm
sunshine beams down on your deck. This is the Sunsail
experience, and what sailing dreams are made of!
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70% Water, 100% Fun!

If you love sailing or the idea of it and have a passion for fun and new experiences then Sunsail
is the perfect choice. We offer an adventure of a lifetime on every holiday you take with us
and will guarantee that you will have a great time, meeting new friends, exploring new places whatever way you want to!

The World is 70% water; sail it with Sunsail and you will
have 100% fun! With over 30 different locations across the
Mediterranean, Caribbean and Bahamas, Far East and Exotics;
we can help you explore a world of water.
Not only do we have a wide choice of destinations, but we also
offer a variety of sailing experiences including Yacht Charter
and Skippered Charter, Flotilla Holidays, Racing, Sailing
Schools, Beach Clubs and Corporate & Hospitality Events.
Wherever you go, on whatever experience you choose,
you will be guaranteed to be doing so on a world class fleet
of yachts. Sunsail works closely with the best manufacturers
in the business to custom build and design yachts for the
ultimate in performance and comfort, ensuring that you have
an exciting and enjoyable sailing experience.
Make your experience even more fun (as if it’s not already!)
and choose from our wide choice of extras to tailor make your
holiday experience the way you want it. Whether it’s adding
food and beverage packages, outboards or kayaks, skippers
or flexible flying and holiday durations, your Sunsail experience
will be just the way you want it to be!
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The Sunsail Four Hour Guarantee
We maintain our yachts to the highest standards, and back
up our commitment to these standards with this Guarantee:
should you experience a problem during your charter, we will
aim to complete repairs within four hours of notification of our
nearest base.
The Sunsail Four Hour Guarantee covers all equipment
considered essential to the operation of the yacht including
engine, transmission, windlass, sails, standing and running
rigging, battery and alternator.

Price Guarantee
Don’t forget should you find a like for like
holiday at a better value, we will guarantee
to match it.
Terms and Conditions; A like for like holiday is defined as same size, type and
age of yacht in the same destination for the same dates and departure airport.
Written quote is required and other restrictions may apply.

Welcome to Sunsail

Highlights for 2012
Our global team has been working hard to give you more
superb sailing choices than any other company:

New Canaries destination for winter sailing
in the sun!
Over 115 new yachts entering the fleet. Over
40 new F40 racing yachts.
New Sunsail 38 monohull by Jeanneau.
New easy to order online
provisioning service.
New water sports rental options.
New Sunsail website: www.sunsail.eu

Responsible Tourism
Sail with Sunsail and you can be confident that you are having less effect on your chosen
destination than customers on other charter yachts.
•

The £10 million development of our base in Tortola

•

•

The move to biodegradable cleaning products
eg Ecover

We built an award winning LEED certified office
in Clearwater, Florida

•

•

We work with local communities and their cultures
to minimise our impact

We have funded environmental impact research
in St Vincent

•

We specify the inclusion of holding tanks

•

We ensure our suppliers are operating in a sustainable
and responsible way

•

We pioneered the use of environmentally correct
antifouling

•

We have reviewed our sales offices and implemented
plans to reduce their carbon footprint

www.sunsail.eu
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Experience Yacht Charters
Live the dream and set sail on an unforgettable journey
of discovery onboard your own private yacht with Sunsail
Yacht Charters.
As our commitment to enabling both sailors and non
sailors alike to experience the thrill of a sailing holiday,
we have ensured that there is a destination to suit
everyone. If you are a novice then you can choose from
sailing areas across the Mediterranean, Caribbean and
Bahamas, or even Australia. Alternatively, if you have
already found your sea legs, then you have a whole world
of cruising waters to choose from!

We are here to make sure that your sailing holiday leaves
you with amazing memories of an unforgettable adventure
out on the water. Our experienced staff, both in the office
and out on the water, can recommend specific areas and
yachts to suit your sailing experience and party size and
help you plan your perfect trip.
Immerse yourself into the awe-inspiring scenery as you
sail through a choice of over 30 breathtaking destinations.
Wherever you choose to set sail, we guarantee that you
will have the time of your life sailing with Sunsail.

Learn with Sunsail
Want to get some qualifications, brush up on your skills or get to the next level? Sunsail also offer
a range of yacht sailing school courses available in the UK, Canaries and Croatia (new 2012),
Greece, Thailand, Australia and Caribbean; from ICC qualification and Flotilla Training course to
RYA Day Skipper and RYA Yachtmaster, we will have something to suit your sailing needs.
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Experience Yacht Charters

Which level is for me?
Whether you’re new to sailing or a seasoned Sunsailor, we have made it easy for you to decide which is the best destination
to head to. Simply take a look over the grid below and it will tell you what sailing experience you need, as well as advising
you of the wind conditions for each of our magnificent charter destinations.

Levels Explained

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 0

Skippered Charter
If you don’t have enough experience or confidence to take the helm on a Sunsail Yacht Charter yet, then don’t worry you can still
set sail with Sunsail! Our Skippered Charter option will allow you to relax and enjoy your Yacht Charter experience gliding through
any of our breathtaking destinations no matter what level of sailing experience you have.
Your Sunsail Skipper will be able to help you build your confidence at sea, as well as allow you to make the most of your holiday
time aboard. Each of our skippers are fully qualified and experts in the local sailing areas, ensuring that you not only get to visit
all the hidden treasures of the sailing area but arrive there safely too.
Don’t forget that if you don’t feel that you need a Skipper for your whole holiday duration then why not hire one to take the helm
for just a few days, to give you a refresher whilst onboard.

YOUR EXPERIENCE

SAILING AREA

5 days or 100 miles as skipper of
an equivalent size yacht.
or
International Certificate of
Competence (ICC) Qualification,
Compulsory for Croatia

GREECE - Vounaki - Page 16
TURKEY - Orhaniye - Page 24
TURKEY - Göcek - Page 26
CROATIA - Kremik- Page 28
CROATIA - Pula - Page 32
BAHAMAS - Abacos - Page 42
CARIBBEAN - British Virgin Islands - Page 44
AUSTRALIA - Whitsundays - Page 64

YOUR EXPERIENCE

SAILING AREA

10 days or 200 miles as skipper of
an equivalent size yacht
or
RYA Day Skipper Qualification
or
ICC Qualification - Compulsory
for Croatia

GREECE - Milina - Page 18
GREECE - Athens - Page 20
TURKEY - Turgutreis - Page 22
CROATIA - Dubrovnik - Page 30
ITALY - Procida - Page 34
ITALY - Tropea - Page 36
ITALY - Palermo - Page 38
CARIBBEAN - Belize - Page 40
CARIBBEAN - St Martin - Page 46
CARIBBEAN - Antigua - Page 48
MALAYSIA - Langkawi - Page 54
THAILAND - Koh Chang - Page 56
THAILAND - Phuket - Page 58
THAILAND - Koh Samui - Page 60
TAHITI - Raiatea - Page 66
TONGA - Vava’u - Page 67

SAILING CONDITIONS
Wind: 5 – 20 knots
Navigation: Line of sight sailing, basic
knowledge of charts, able to plot
your position
Moorings: Primarily stern to mooring in the
Mediterranean and buoys in the Caribbean
Please note that levels are for guidance only.
There is the possibility of occasional strong
winds even in a level 1 area

SAILING CONDITIONS

Wind: 10 – 20 knots
Navigation: Understand tidal flow,
ability to navigate in open waters
Moorings: Primarily anchoring, protected
anchorages, Mediterranean style anchoring
and/or marina slips

YOUR EXPERIENCE

SAILING AREA

SAILING CONDITIONS

20 days or 400 miles as skipper
on an equivalent size yacht
or
RYA Day Skipper Qualification
with experience to a higher level
or
RYA Coastal Skipper qualification
or
ICC Qualification with experience
to a higher level

UK - The Solent - Page 14
CANARY ISLANDS - Page 15
CARIBBEAN - St Vincent - Page 50
CARIBBEAN - Grenada - Page 52
SEYCHELLES - Mahé - Page 62

Navigation: Understand tidal variations,
ability to cope with strong currents
and be able to make a passage plan

Wind: 10 – 25 knots

Moorings: Primarily anchoring, some
slightly more exposed anchorages
with poor anchor holding ground

NB. Please check with the sales team at time of booking for sailing regulations and minimum requirements for your destination.

www.sunsail.eu
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Get more out of your charter…

Wine and Dine Your Crew!
Why spend hours ferrying around heavy shopping bags when we can do it all for you! Just arrive at your fully stocked yacht
and relax with a drink in hand before you set sail. Choose from a huge range of fast track food and drinks packages, as well as
convenient shopping list choices, all available through our brand new online grocery and delivery service. We’ve designed it from
years of experience, to take the headache out of provisioning for your crew.
Last Orders
Arrive on your yacht to beers chilling in the fridge and tasty
snacks onboard.
Early Risers
Combine this breakfast package with our Last Orders option
and you can have a leisurely morning on your first day as well
as a late night!
Get Going
Contains the essentials you need upon arrival including basic
cooking supplies, dried goods and condiments, breakfast
and snack items, water and dairy produce.
Dine Ashore
Supplies you with all breakfasts, lunches, snacks as well
as provisions for one evening meal aboard.
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Dine Afloat
If you love to entertain aboard, then our Dine Afloat option
is perfect for you, with provisions for every breakfast, lunch
and half your evening meals aboard.
Make Your Own Shopping Basket
Choose from our extensive food and beverage options,
and build your own shopping list, for complete customisation!

Whatever you want from your holiday, we’ve got it covered!
With a wide choice of watersports equipment and activities
you can tailor make your holiday for your own personal
charter package.

NEW For 2012

W
NE

Add More Fun With Water Toys!

Get More

For more fun and adventure out on the water, we provide
snorkelling equipment onboard your yacht, as well as giving
you the option to pre-book Windsurfers, Stand Up Paddle
Boards, Ocean Kayaks and dinghy outboards (included in
the Caribbean).
If perfect sailing in awesome surroundings isn’t enough for you,
Sunsail can help arrange anything else you might like to do, or
point you in the right direction. So for all you adrenaline junkies
out there that want to go scuba diving, wakeboarding, whale
watching, or take to the rainforests like Indiana Jones.
Just go online, ask a member of the sales team or ask one
of the Sunsail team at the base and they will be able to help.

Kayaking
Explore our world of water by kayak and reach places
that you never even knew existed! Meander through the
fascinating Monkey Creek in Belize, past exotic wildlife
or discover shallow coves and idyllic spots in the Med,
as you see even more of our stunning sailing areas.

Choose from even more extras. To ensure that the whole
family are entertained on your next charter, we are proud to
announce the launch of new water toys for Vounaki, Athens,
Kremik, Gocek and the BVIs.
In Vounaki, Athens, Gocek & Kremik we have NEW
Stand-up Paddleboards and Windsurfing Gear and in the
BVI’s in addition to our Electronics hire (Invertor, Internet,
flat-screen TV/DVD Players, iPod connections, and even
blenders), we also have Stand-up Paddleboards and Lilos!

Experience The Thrill!

With Sunsail you can take part in many of the major sailing regattas around the world. We will take out all the hassle of arranging
your participation, as all our packages include race entry fees, race support, yacht preparation together with pre-race briefing,
and we can tailor our packages to suit whatever your requirements are!
We have a wide choice of regattas that you can experience closer to home in the UK, including Cowes Week and Round the
Island Race to name a couple. For those looking for some action further afield, you can also choose from a wide choice of events
worldwide including Antigua Race Week, BVI Spring Regatta, Sunsail International Sailing Cup, Heineken Regatta,
Phuket Kings Cup and many more. Visit our website for a full list of our worldwide regattas.

NEW F40 yachts in the UK for 2012!
Exclusive to our UK base in Port Solent, we are delighted to announce that we have further invested in our UK Charter, Events
and Schools fleet by purchasing 42 NEW matched Beneteau First 40’s.

W
NE

NEW Sunsail F40

Key International Events
• Heineken Regatta
March 1st - March 4th 2012
• BVI Spring Regatta
March 26th - April 1st 2012
• Antigua Race Week
April 29th - May 4th 2012
• Cowes Week
August 11th - August 18th 2012

www.sunsail.eu
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Leading the way!
We continue to work closely with expert yacht builders
such as Jeanneau and Robertson & Caine, to develop
yachts that are designed for great performance, yet offer
easy handling and maximum comfort.
You can rest assured in the knowledge that you will be
cruising across one of our many stunning sailing areas
onboard a fully equipped and meticulously maintained
Sunsail yacht of the highest quality.
Features include enhanced electric windlass systems
for hassle-free anchoring, sail bag systems and furling
genoas, GPS chart plotters that make navigation enjoyable
and auto helm as standard for flexible sailing and easy
handling with a limited crew.
You can select from yachts with double staterooms and
ensuite, spacious saloons and cooling fans. All have
superior insulated refrigeration, custom-made biminis for
maximum sun protection and numerous opening hatches
to catch the cooling breeze.
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Yachts
®

NEW PREMIER PLUS YACHTS

These yachts have less than 1 year of service in our fleet
and all the latest in technology, amenities, electronics and
performance. Choosing a Premier Plus Yacht guarantees
that you will be one of the first to sail onboard the newest
additions to the fleet.

PREMIER YACHTS

This range offers models in service up to 3 years, giving
a sailing experience to the highest of standards and comfort
with the latest yacht technology and equipment.

CLASSIC YACHTS

Meticulously maintained and fully equipped, the yachts
in our Classic range are no more than 6 years old, offering you
great value for money and a comfortable sailing experience.
Look for Yachts available at each destination using our easy
to reference icons above.

For Sailors by Sailors
Leading the Way

NEW - Sunsail 444 Catamaran
This revolutionary new catamaran uniquely balances
comfort, space and a sailing performance unrivalled
by most catamarans.
The most noticeable feature of the 444 is her covered
forward cockpit which is accessible from the main
saloon giving even more space for socialising and
relaxing, as well creating cooling breezes into the interior.
All cabins are large and spacious, featuring en-suite
shower rooms with separate heads (toilets), and the layout
provides privacy and space where needed. Her low stern
hull platforms, like the 384 means it’s easy to get in and
out the water, so great for swimming. Her davits also
like the 384 are electric and offer stress free launch and
recovery of your tender.
Sailing the 444 is unlike sailing a normal catamaran,
with deep narrow groove hulls and shallow draft the 444
is able to sail as close to wind as many a monohull. Not
only is she good sailing up wind, but she is also steady
downwind with limited roll, ensuring the G & T’s stay
firmly on the table. Her 360 degree helm station gives
complete control from one place, all electronic navigation
aids are as standard, along with plenty of additional
features including air-conditioning. Like her smaller sister,
the 444 also has solar panels for added battery life.
Available in: Turkey, Croatia, Greece, BVI, Belize,
St Martin, St Vincent, Grenada, Thailand, Australia
& Tahiti

Sunsail F40
In the UK and the Canaries these new identically matched
Beneteau First 40’s, giving you even more enjoyment on Racing
Events, Regattas, Charter and Schools out of the UK and Canaries.
These performance cruiser/racers come as a three cabin, single
head layout and have a large wheel, spacious open cockpit
and large sail plan ideally suited to racing. In addition to the
standard specifications this outstanding yacht also comes with
heating, chartplotter and autopilot.

Sunsail F40

Available in: UK and Canaries

Sunsail 38

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 38

The brand new Sunsail 41 is an outstanding addition to the
Sunsail fleet, expanding on the current 39i. This superb new
yacht built by Jeanneau, offers increased room throughout the
interior, especially in the saloon and heads (toilets), and comes
as 3 cabin, 2 heads layout.

Designed by Marc Lombard and built by Jeanneau, the
sporty new Sunsail 38 offers ease of handling with a stylish,
bright interior. Building on the success of the new generation
Sunsail 41 ‘European Yacht of the Year’, the Sunsail 38
features two double cabins and a spacious head and separate
shower stall, making her the ideal cruising platform for a small
family or two couples. With twin wheel steering, the Sunsail 38
is fast and easy to sail short-handed.

The Sunsail 41 is a superbly balanced boat, offering a spacious
cockpit with twin wheels, a generous sail plan and sleek lines
which combines to give her an outstanding performance under
sail and makes this boat a charterers dream.

Available in: BVI

Available in: BVI, St Martin, Australia, Greece, Turkey & Croatia

www.sunsail.eu
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Our World of Water...
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Welcome to the World
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Exotics
SEYCHELLES
1 MAHE

THAILAND
2 KOH CHANG
3 PHUKET
4 KOH SAMUI

MALAYSIA
5 LANGKAWI

AUSTRALIA

6 WHITSUNDAYS

TONGA
7 VAVA’U

TAHITI

8 RAIATEA

Sunsail’s bases across the UK, Mediterranean, Caribbean & Bahamas and across to the Far East and Exotics,
are perfectly placed for you to take advantage of the superb sailing choices and stunning surroundings on offer.
Cruise the coastlines of these beautiful countries and experience an exciting mix of line-of-sight sailing and open
water challenges.
Head to the Med and you will
explore historical cities, ancient
ruins, secluded bays, and traditional
fishing villages while you soak up
the spectacular scenery. This is an
area of delightful diversity but with
one constant; wherever you go
you will be greeted with the warmest
of welcomes.

Sunsail bases across the Caribbean
and Bahamas open up a world of
sailing paradise to sailors of every
ability and taste. With picture perfect
beaches, crystal clear waters and
an abundance of hidden treasures
waiting to be explored, sailing here is
simply spectacular. Enjoy an exciting
mix of blue water blasts and lineof-sight sailing while discovering
deserted palm fringed bays amidst
the welcoming warm waters - it won’t
take you long to slip into island time
and unwind with a cocktail or three!

Or, choose a sailing adventure
like no other; Lose yourself in the
dramatic scenery of Thailand, cast
off in the awe-inspiring waters of the
Seychelles and Tahiti, head down
under to the breathtaking waters
of the Whitsundays or sail the
outstanding waters from our base
at Tonga.

www.sunsail.eu
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 3
Regional Highlights

The Solent - UK

Superb sailing conditions
Stunning scenery
Ultimate racing experience
Winter sailing close to home
Lively towns and quiet fishing village

Sailing Conditions
The Solent (30 miles in length and 4 miles wide) lies
off the South Coast of England between the mainland
and the Isle of Wight and is sheltered by both.
Temperature: Avg temp 18ºC (64F)
Tidal range: Approximately 4 metres
Best time of year to sail: April to September
Type of mooring: Marina, Buoy, Anchor, Jetty
Wind speed: 5 to 20 knots (6-23 mph)

Useful information
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Southampton/ Bournemouth/ Gatwick
Transfer time: 30 mins/ 60 mins/ 1 hour 30 mins
Additional information: Marina fees will apply.
Children under 13yrs will need their own life jacket
and water proofs.

Monohull Yachts Available
NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Sunsail F40

Sunfast 37

Also available from The Solent - UK

Sailing School
Sunsail Flotilla
Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing
Corporate Hospitality
Team Building

Our base at Port Solent, Portsmouth offers Racing, Charter,
Flotilla and Sailing Schools, as well as being home to our new
fleet of Sunsail F40 yachts, the world’s largest fleet! The Solent
offers some of the best sailing conditions in the world and is
home to Cowes Week and Round the Island Race. With Sunsail
and our fleet of F40 yachts, you can choose to race against the
professionals, either as a bareboat charter or skippered charter,
take a cruise on an independent yacht charter, join a Flotilla or
learn and improve with our RYA sailing School.

SOUTHAMPTON

HAMBLE

€1340
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail F40, boat only
for 1 week departing on the 28/05/2011.

NEW
FOREST

BOURNEMOUTH

PORT SOLENT

BEAULIEU

LYMINGTON

PORTSMOUTH

COWES

POOLE
THE NEEDLES

ISLE OF WIGHT

m
it

PRICES
FROM

MORE Value!

ANVIL
POINT

N
ST CATHERINES POINT

5-20

0

12

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation
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New for 2011 / 2012!

At a glance
Sailing Level: 3

UK - Canary Islands

Canary Islands

Regional Highlights
Superb sailing conditions
Stunning scenery
Ultimate racing experience
Winter sailing close to home
Lively towns and quiet fishing village

Sailing Conditions
Great winter sailing conditions, with good winds
and plenty of sun.
Temperature: Avg temp 23ºC
Tidal range: Approximately 2 meters
Best time of year to sail: September to April
Type of mooring: Marina, Buoy, Anchor, Jetty
Wind speed: 5 to 20 knots (6-23 mph)

Useful information
Flight: 4hrs
Departure day: Saturday/Flexible
Arrival airport: Arrecife, Lanzarote
Transfer: 30mins
Additional information: Marina fees apply

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail F40

Also available from The Canary Islands

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

New for Winter 2011/12! We have opened a new charter
and racing base in the Canary Islands. With perfect winter
sailing conditions, and an action packed racing programme,
plus lots of sun, there is something for every level of sailor
to enjoy here.

€2545
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their
food. Price based on a Sunsail F40, boat only
for 1 week departing on the 28/05/2012.

MOROCCO

LANZAROTE
LA PALMA

MARINA RUBICON
TENERIFE
FUERTEVENTURA

LA GOMERA

EL HIERRO

GRAN CANARIA
60

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation

5-20

knots

WINTER

www.sunsail.eu
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Vounaki - Greece

Did you know?

CORFU
GOUVIA MARINA

At our base in Vounaki, we
have invested over £17,000
on pollution prevention and
control. This has included oil
pollution control equipment
and replacing the existing
fuel systems on the dock.

PLATERIA
SIVOTA MOURTOS
PARGA
N

PAXOS

GAIOS

ANTI PAXOS

5-20

knots

SUMMER

PREVEZA

IONIAN SEA
LEVKAS TOWN
LEVKAS

VOUNAKI

SPARTOCHORI

MEGANISSI
Nautical miles
Not to be used for
navigation
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ITHACA
KEFALONIA

At a glance
Sailing Level: 3
Regional Highlights

Greece - Vounaki

With ideal winds and sailing conditions, the Ionian remains
one of our most popular cruising areas for first time charterers.
Between Corfu and Kefalonia, you will find perfect anchorages,
from quiet fishing villages with traditional tavernas to lively
resorts with excellent nightlife. Choose short hops between
beaches or opt for full-on sailing all day, you have the entire
Ionian to play in.

Perfect for first time charters
Easy, relaxed sailing conditions
Quaint fishing villages
Don’t miss sailing through the Levkas Canal

Sailing Conditions
The waters of the Southern Ionian Sea are
well-protected and the seas generally flat, with
conditions in the northern Ionian more demanding.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: April to October
Type of mooring: Marina, jetty and stern to
Wind speed: 5 – 20 knots (6 – 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 4 hours
Departure day: Sunday
Arrival airport: Preveza
Transfer time: 45 minutes
Additional information: It is a requirement for sailing
in Greece to have certification approved by Sunsail.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available

In the Southern Ionian our marina at Vounaki nestles at the base of the Arkanika
Mountains. It’s perfectly placed with Paleros village only a 15 minute walk away,
or if you are looking for modern facilities on a traditional Greek Island then Levkas
is just a short sail across the water.
The fascinating island of Kefalonia not only provides you with idyllic surroundings
but is also home to some of the cleanest waters in the world. With so much
variety and much to see here, on an island which is famous for Louis de Bernier’s,
“Captain Corelli’s Mandolin”, it’s well worth a visit.
If you are looking for the perfect spot for snorkelling and swimming then head
to the magnificent inlet of Port Athene on Meganissi, which makes for a great
overnight stop, with places for you to stock up on your provisions too. From here,
the village of Spartochori is an absolute must! For an incredible view over the
Ionian Sea, take a walk up the hill to this picturesque whitewashed town.
Surrounded by olive grove covered mountains, the small town on Parga, on the
mainland, is a delight. Covered in natural beauty with golden beaches and friendly
locals serving up real traditional Greek cuisine, Parga is delightful.
Before ending your Ionian adventures sail up through the Levkas Canal and enjoy
open coastal cruising to the northern part of the Ionian and take time to stop at the
island of Paxos. Here, you can choose to visit the south of the island where Gaios,
the largest town on the island, has some beautiful inlets to discover. Or, situated at
the north end of the island is Lakka. The bay here is simply spectacular and a very
popular spot for many fellow sailors.

Sunsail 50

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail Oceanis 343

Sunsail 53

Sunsail Odyssey 373

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 42i

Sunsail Oceanis 393

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail Oceanis 423

Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 39i

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Sunsail 384

Sunsail Lagoon 380

Also available from Vounaki - Greece

Sailing School
Sunsail Family Flotilla
Sunsail Club
Skippered Charter
Sunsail Flotilla

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Sunsail 33i

€1365
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 6 people sharing a Sunsail 32i classic
for 1 week departing 05/05/12.

www.sunsail.eu
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Milina - Greece

Amidst the inviting clear waters off the east coast of Greece,
you’ll find superb sailing with fresh winds, golden beaches and
quaint villages in the Sporades. Our base at Milina is ideally located
for an exploration of the remote islands to the east, and the beautiful
Gulf of Volos to the west.
N
YIOURA

10-20
knots

VOLOS

PELAGOS
SUMMER
STENI VALA

GULF OF VOLOS
AMALOUPOULIS

MILINA

TRIKERI PENINSULA

ALONISSOS

SKIATHOS
KOUKOUNARIES

PERISTIRI

SKOPELOS

PANORMOUS

SKANTZOURA

PEGADI

EVVIA

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 2
Regional Highlights

Greece - Milina

Visit Skopelos Island where Mamma Mia was filmed
Old traditional Greece
Beautiful beaches
Delicious fish restaurants
Short hops or more challenging longer sails

Sailing Conditions
Lots of space to moor up even later in the day. The
Sporades is for more experienced sailors looking
for a quiet sailing area.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: May to October
Type of mooring: Anchorages and line ashore
Wind speed: 10 – 20 knots (12 – 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 4 hours
Departure day: Friday
Arrival airport: Volos
Transfer time: 1 hours
Additional information: It is a requirement for
sailing in Greece to have certification approved by
Sunsail. Virtually no marina facilities, and very few
mooring fees.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available

Cruising Notes

Sunsail 33i

Sunsail Oceanis 343

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail Oceanis 393

Sunsail 42i

Sunsail Oceanis 423

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 32i

Sunsail Odyssey 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Our Milina base is located in the tranquil waters of Porto Vathudi, where you will
enjoy the beauty of the Sporades. As you set sail, you will glide through the clear
waters off the east coast of Greece, passing remote islands with picturesque
villages and golden beaches.

Watch for dolphins as you cruise across to the fertile island of Skopelos, where
the famous film Mamma Mia was filmed. Densely wooded and famous for its citrus
fruit, olives and wine, this charming island boasts flower filled cobblestone streets
and courtyards which lead down to the shore.
For an uninhabited escape, head to the island of Alonissos where you will enjoy
a tranquil atmosphere, boasting some of the cleanest waters in the Mediterranean.
Spend the day walking through the breathtaking fertile scenery, or take a small
boat to one of the protected islets followed by a peaceful evening in a local taverna
watching the sunset.
For those of you looking to build your sea miles, you can head up to Yioura.
Uninhabited except for the wild goats, this is as remote as it gets; the perfect
destination for those who really want to get away from it all.

Also available from Milina - Greece

Sunsail Flotilla
Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

After stopping off at the small village of Pegadi, where you will find a host of
traditional tavernas and delicious fish restaurants, we recommend heading to the
island of Skiathos. Greeted by a picture postcard harbour, you will be surrounded
by amazing views of red roofed houses of Skiathos town, as they meander up the
steep slopes. Once on the island there is a variety of treasures to be discovered,
so why not head to one of the seventy beautiful sandy inlets, with Koukounaries
Beach on Skiathos being one of the best beaches in the Aegean.

€1295
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 6 people sharing a Sunsail 32i
for 1 week departing 28/09/2012.

www.sunsail.eu
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Athens - Greece

20
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 2
Regional Highlights

Greece - Athens

Our base in Athens, opens up a world of shimmering waters
and stunning sailing as you experience cruising through the
Aegean Sea. You will be inspired by the diversity that these
sailing grounds have to offer, as you glide towards fascinating
historic sights, inviting beaches and remarkable villages to
explore on this ancient adventure.

Easy, relaxed sailing conditions
Quaint fishing villages
Excellent nightlife
Short hops or longer distances

Sailing Conditions
In the spring and autumn months the wind
is generally light from a southerly direction.
July to August brings stronger winds.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (82F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: May to October
Type of mooring: Jetty and stern to
Wind speed: 10 – 20 knots (12 – 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 3 hours 30 mins
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Athens
Transfer time: 30 minutes
Additional information: It is a requirement for sailing
in Greece to have certification approved by Sunsail.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012

ATHENS

N

10-20

CORINTH
CANAL
KORFOS

Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

knots

AEGINA

EPIDAVROS

SARONIC GULF

SUMMER

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 53

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 42i

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 44i

ARGOLIC GULF

SPETSES

Catamarans Available

HYDRA

Sunsail 384
Nautical Miles
Not to be used for navigation

Cruising Notes
Set sail from our new base at Olympic Marina, Lavrion and the stunning
sailing area of the Saronic Gulf is on your doorstep. From here, you will discover
a mythological land dotted with ancient ruins, striking architecture, quaint
waterside towns and rugged hillsides. Make sure that sailing among these
enchanting waters is on your list of ‘things to do’!
Sail around the peninsula for a stop off in Hydra; a welcoming island that has
enchanted generations of visitors. Cobblestone lanes bustle with pavement cafes
and at night the place comes alive with locals and tourists enjoying the evening air.
Make sure you visit the world famous Epidavros amphitheatre whose acoustics
are legendary. Built in the 4th century B.C. seating an audience of around
15,000, it is still used today for performances during the summer months.

Also available from Athens and
Epidavros - Greece

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Flotilla

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

ERMIONI

€1995
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 43 classic for 1 week
departing on 01/05/2012.

Only accessible by boat, the island of Aegina has all the Greek charm that
you can expect from a small island, untouched by mass tourism. With a wealth
of history behind it, and a popular destination amongst the locals, moor up at
Perdika and explore the natural landscapes and ancient abandoned villages.
Ermioni, on the mainland, is a small fishing village where lemon and olive trees
carpet the hills behind. Just off the coast, Spetses is the old navel settlement
which has perfectly preserved a slice of historical life. Hop aboard a horse-drawn
carriage to meander through the quaint streets.
For a pleasant evening, head to the bustling waterfront at Korfos, where you will
find many traditional bars and tavernas to relax in before heading back to base.

www.sunsail.eu
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Turgutreis - Turkey

Did you know?
We are testing solar torches
onboard the yachts here to
avoid battery disposal and
manufacture.

The sailing conditions are a delight in this vast cruising area, taking
in the best of Turkey as it is today and as it was hundreds of years
ago, as well as venturing into Greece. Ashore you will enjoy delicious,
exotic cuisine, and meet the friendly locals. While on your journey you
will explore ancient ruins and uncover hidden treasures in an Aladdin’s
cave of bazaars selling spices, silver trinkets and ‘kilim’ carpets.
GULF OF
GULLUK
GÜMÜSLÜK

LASSOS

TURGUTREIS

ÖREN
CÖKERTME

BODRUM

N

KALIMNOS

AKBUK

ASPAT
KARGILIBUK
GULF OF GOKOVA

10-25

AMAZON CREEK

KOS

knots

SUMMER

DATCA
DATCA PENINSULAR
KNIDOS
NISIROS

nautical miles
not to be used for
navigation
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HISARÖNÜ GULF

OVA BUKU
SIMI

At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Turkey - Turgutreis

Regional Highlights
Two country sailing
Traditional markets and bazaars
Fresh fish restaurants
Lively nights or relaxing evenings
Ancient ruins

Sailing Conditions
Our windiest destination in Turkey, the winds are
generally lighter in the morning increasing to a
strong breeze in the afternoon.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (82F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: Between May to October
Type of mooring: Jetty, anchorages & stern to
Wind speed: 10 – 25 knots (12 – 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 4 hours
Departure day: Saturday
Arrival airport: Bodrum
Transfer time: 1 hour
Additional information: Turkish transit log (approx
85 euros) bought on arrival to your destination.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 50

Sunsail 33i

Sunsail Oceanis 343

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail Oceanis 423

Sunsail 41

Our base in Turgutreis near Bodrum, is the perfect location for exploring the
Bodrum Peninsula which incorporates the Gulf of Gulluk to the north and the Gulf
of Gokova to the south. Relax on delightful local beaches, or head straight out to
explore the magnificent coastlines, the choice is entirely yours.
Cruise east to Cökertme, a small village in a semi-circular bay, where you’ll find
pretty houses and restaurants lining the shore. Watch the carpet makers as you
dine ashore with the locals, or shop for your holiday souvenirs.
If you’re looking for somewhere quiet and sheltered for a spot of lunch the
protected bay of Kargilibuk will provide the perfect anchorage. From here,
you can take a short sail around to Amazon Creek, where you will find many
enchanting spots to explore. Moor up with your stern line to a tree and take your
dinghy along the creek to the shore where you can enjoy a rustic Turkish buffet
served by the friendly locals, and reminisce around the campfire.
Head south and explore Knidos on the most westerly point of the Datça
peninsula. The solitary ruins of Knidos are scattered across the slopes above this
ancient harbour, home to a solitary restaurant that serves freshly caught local fish
to tantalize your Turkish tastebuds!

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Sunsai 384

Also available from Turgutries - Turkey

Sunsail Family Flotilla
Skippered Charter
Sunsail Flotilla

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€1190
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 4 people on a Sunsail Oceanis 323
Classic for 1 week departing on the 03/05/2012.

On route back to base, be sure to spend some time at Bodrum which is a popular
attraction in the eastern Mediterranean. From exclusive hotels and restaurants to
bars, night clubs, boutiques and bazaars – Bodrum has it all! If you want to make
the most of your evenings ashore, choose from one of the many local restaurants
or dance the night away under the stars at one of the open-air discos.

www.sunsail.eu
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Orhaniye - Turkey

From our base at Orhaniye, cast off in these protected waters and
start exploring the stunning surroundings on offer. Here, the coastline
is blessed with good winds, clear skies and glistening waters that are
perfect for a spot of snorkelling and offer ideal sailing for any charterer.

MARMARIS

EKINCIK

ORHANIYE
DATCA
PARADISE BAY

CIFTLIK

GÖCEK
DALAMAN

BOZBURUN
DIRSEK

FETHIYE
SARSALA

SIMI

KAPI
CREEK
COLD WATER BAY

LORYMA

RHODES

KALKAN

N

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation

10-20
knots

SUMMER
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 1
Regional Highlights

Turkey - Orhaniye

Protected waters
Unspoiled natural scenery
Short passages
Sandy beaches
Historical sights

Sailing Conditions
The coast is blessed with consistent good winds
and clear skies offering perfect sailing conditions.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (82F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: May to September
Type of mooring: Jetty and stern to
Wind speed: 10 – 20 knots (12 – 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 4 hours
Departure day: Saturday
Arrival airport: Dalaman
Transfer time: 2 hours
Additional information: Turkish transit log (approx
85 euros) bought on arrival to your destination.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 33i

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 50

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Cruising Notes
Centrally located, our base in Orhaniye is a world away from the hustle and
bustle of modern day life and the perfect place to retreat and relax before setting
sail on your sailing adventures.

Sunsai 384

Also available from Orhaniye - Turkey

Sunsail Flotilla
Skippered Charter
Sunsail Flotilla

Experience great sailing conditions whilst exploring the west coast of the
Bozburun Peninsula as you head down towards Paradise Bay.

A stop off at the peaceful seaside village of Bozburun is highly recommended
for a stroll among shops by the water and to enjoy the gorgeous surroundings.
While it is possible to swim, there is no official beach here.
You will not be disappointed spending the day wandering along the waterfront,
stopping to watch the ship builders as they assemble the wooden skeletons
of their developing boats.

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Further down the peninsula you will find Loryma, an ancient region, barely
touched by tourism. This beautiful part of the peninsula, is perfect for those
looking to take life at a leisurely pace with several unspoilt beaches
to enjoy a good book on.

€1190
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 4 people on a Sunsail 32i
Classic for 1 week departing on the 05/05/2012.

Further down the coast is the stunning bay of Dirsek, only accessible by boat,
which is home to a solitary restaurant renowned for its jumbo garlic prawns.
Unwind on deck under a spectacularly starry sky, after sampling the delicious
cuisine and a bottle of vino!

www.sunsail.eu
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Göcek -Turkey

Cruise from our charter base at Göcek, and you will enter a
world of enjoyable, relaxed sailing among stunning mountainous
backdrops and beautiful bays; this is the perfect place to escape
to for a peaceful and tranquil charter holiday.
EKINCIK

DALAMAN

SARSALA

GÖCEK

KAPI
CREEK

FETHIYE
COLD WATER BAY

KARACOREN
XANTHOS

N

10-15
knots

LETOON
PATARA

KALKAN
KAS

SUMMER

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 1
Regional Highlights

Turkey - Göcek

Relaxed sailing
Steeped in history
Idyllic bays and anchorages
Perfect for snorkelling
Historic character

Sailing Conditions
Enjoy easy sailing though lighter winds in calm
warm waters.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (82F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: May to October
Type of mooring: Marina, Buoy, Anchor, Jetty
Wind speed: Winds rarely exceed 15 knots (17 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 4 hour
Departure day: Saturday
Arrival airport: Dalaman
Transfer time: 40 minutes
Additional information: Turkish transit log (approx
85 euros) bought on arrival to your destination.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 33i

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 50

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail Oceanis 343

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 41

Catamarans Available

Cruising Notes
Göcek itself enjoys a bustling town centre amidst a stunning mountainous
backdrop which lies in a delightful bay surrounded by pine clad hills. If you fancy
a spot of snorkelling, the reef at Karacaoren is the place to head for, or nearby
Cold Water Bay offers a great spot to anchor and spend the night. Here, you will
find a refreshing natural spring which pumps out icy cold water.

Sunsai 384

Also available from Göcek - Turkey

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Flotilla
Sunsail Family Flotilla

MORE Value!

€1190

As you begin your journey back to base, be sure to take the time to spend a night
anchored at Kalkan. This pretty town provides the perfect base for heading off
to see the sights including the ancient ruins at Xathos and Letton as well as the
magnificent seven mile beach at Patara.

PRICES
FROM

Take a gentle sail around the picturesque coastline further down the coast, to
Kas. A quaint village where you will find the contrast of ancient ruins and modern
buildings, a delight. Kas is a great place to explore ancient Lycian cities and
archeological sites which are plentiful here.

Sunsail 444

The beautiful harbour town of Fethiye, is the perfect place to spend the final
part of your holiday. Backed by a majestic mountain range fringing a stunning
coastline and beautiful islands, breathe in the fresh Mediterranean air as you take
a stroll through the narrow back streets taking in the authentic atmosphere.
This old part of town is lined with harbour side restaurants serving delicious
cuisine, as well as quirky shops selling a variety of goods including handmade
carpets and fine jewellery.

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 4 people on a Sunsail 32i for 1 week
departing on the 05/05/2012.

Boat only!

www.sunsail.eu
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Kremik - Croatia

ZADAR

Did you know?

TELASCICA

Our base at Kremik now
uses Eco-friendly cleaning
products at the base
and on the yachts.

KORNATI MARINA

SKRADIN
KORNATI
ISLANDS

KRKA FALLS

SIBENIK

PRVIC

PRIMOSTEN

ZIRJE

KREMIK

N

SPLIT AIRPORT

TROGIR

SPLIT

ROGOZNICA

5-20

knots

SOLTA

SUMMER

BRAC

HVAR

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation
VIS
BISOVO
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KORCULA

Kremik offers great access to some magnificent cruising
grounds and you’ll be spoilt for choice when choosing your
itinerary, whether you choose to head north or south. Discover
deserted islands, beautiful bays, and bustling towns steeped
in cultural heritage while enjoying perfect wind conditions.

At a glance
Sailing Level: 1
Regional Highlights

Croatia - Kremik

Perfect for two week Charters
Relaxed cruising
Breathtaking Krka Falls
Blue Caves at Biscevo
UNESCO World Heritage Site

Sailing Conditions
Light and variable winds occur in the morning with  
winds slightly increasing in the afternoons.
Temperature: Avg temp 27ºC (80F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: May to October
Type of mooring: Jetty and stern to
Wind speed: 5 - 20 knots ( 6 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 2 hour 20 mins
Departure day: Saturday
Arrival airport: Split
Transfer time: 35 minutes
Additional information: ICC qualification, RYA
Day Skipper or above is a legal requirement when
sailing in Croatian waters. Marina fees will apply.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available

Cruising Notes
Setting sail from Kremik, our attractive marina is surrounded by 800 year old
vineyards and a number of bays; perfect for a refreshing dip. Once you’re ready
to take the helm on the sensational Adriatic Coast, the island of Hvar is a great
place to head to get your holiday started!
The waters on the island of Hvar are a perfect blue, the locals are friendly and
the streets dotted with 13th century architecture. In the town itself, immerse
yourself in the vibrant and bustling atmosphere that greets you. From here,
stopping off at the island of Vis, the oldest established town in Dalmatia, is highly
recommended. The Blue Caves on nearby Bisevo is a famous snorkelling spot,
where you can discover a variety of marine life.

Sunsail 33i

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 42i

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail Oceanis 323

Sunsail 53

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 50

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

  Sunsail Lagoon 380

Sunsail 384

Also available from Kremik - Croatia

Sunsail Flotilla
Skippered Charter
Sailing Schools

Heading south, Rogoznica is well worth a visit. See the impressive walled town
of Trogir where you can indulge in art, culture and history as you wander through
the ancient streets.

Before heading back to base, Telascica is a firm favourite among fellow sailors,
where a visit to Mir Salt Lake won’t disappoint. Or, choose to stretch your
land legs with a stroll along one of the pine forest trails. This large bay consists
of numerous small bays that are dotted around it, providing lovely spots for
anchoring and a bite to eat or a refreshing afternoon swim.

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Heading north of our Kremik base, enjoy a relaxing sail through the sheltered
waters past Sibenik and onto Skradin and the Kornati National Park. From here,
take a water taxi to the truly spectacular Krka Falls, where you can take a swim
in the sumptuous Krka River, or simply relax and stare in awe at this breathtaking
waterfall, which is simply out of this world.

€1260
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on Sunsail 32i classic for 1 week
departing on the 01/10/2012.

www.sunsail.eu
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Dubrovnik - Croatia

Did you know?

BRAC
Nautical Miles
Not to be used for navigation

Every 6 months, our team at
the base dive to the sea bed
to clean up any debris that
has come from the yachts
during the holiday period.

HVAR
VIS

N

KORCULA
STON

5-20

knots

LASTOVO

MLJET

SIPAN
DUBROVNIK

SUMMER

LOPUD
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Croatia - Dubrovnik

As you sail away from the mainland you can explore one of the
many stunning islands, all within easy reach from our base at ACI
Marina. The pleasant climate and steady winds make for a superb
sailing holiday as you discover the dazzling Dubrovnik Riviera.
Ashore, this majestic city has something for everyone from history
and culture to delicious seafood and buzzing nightlife.

Regional Highlights
Historic Croatia
Fascinating architecture
Traditional restaurants
Mljet National Park
Stunning scenery

Sailing Conditions
With blue skies and consistent warm weather and
winds this region boasts some of the sunniest
coastlines in Europe.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (82F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: April to October
Type of mooring: Jetty and stern to
Wind speed: 5 - 20 knot ( 6 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 2 hour 30 mins
Departure day: Sunday
Arrival airport: Dubrovnik
Transfer time: 30 minutes
Additional information: ICC qualification, RYA
Day Skipper or above is a legal requirement when
sailing in Croatian waters. Marina fees will apply.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available

Cruising Notes
One of Europe’s best preserved medieval cities, founded in the 6th Century,
Dubrovnik’s walls surround the old town, enclosing a fascinating mix of
Renaissance, Gothic and Baroque architecture.

Sunsail 33i

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 42i

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail Oceanis 323

Sunsail 53

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 50

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Moor up and enjoy the peaceful surroundings at Mljet, tucked away from the
hustle and bustle of every day life. Hire a bike and venture up to the national
park, known as the most stunning in the Adriatic where you will find two deep
lakes, one with a monastery on an island in the middle, accessible by a small
boat which runs regularly throughout each day.
Further north, Korcula was once called ‘the black island’ by the ancient
Greeks because of its dense forests, but it is known more today as Little
Dubrovnik. Enjoy restaurants, bars and shops, as well as some sight-seeing
on the island where Marco Polo once lived.
Before heading back to base, stop off at the sheltered ‘golden island’ of
Sipan, the largest of the Elafiti islands, offering an idyllic atmosphere. A short
sail northwest from our base, lies the beautiful island of Lopud, also part of
the Elafiti Islands. Here, two hills are connected by a beautiful valley where a
footpath goes through to the bay called Sunj, a perfect swim stop with a white
sand beach.

Also available from Dubrovnik - Croatia

Sunsail Flotilla
Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Ston, on the mainland, is one of the most beautiful examples of a fortified
town you’ll ever see. This small historical stop is famous for its impressive
defence wall and many cultural monuments. The local restaurants serve
delicious specialities of oyster and other fresh seafood, while the beautiful
olive tree-lined sandy beach offers a perfect place for a relaxing afternoon.

  Sunsail Lagoon 380

Sunsail 384

€1260
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 4 people on an Oceanis 323 for
1 week departing on the 30/09/2012.
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Pula - Croatia

This stunning cruising area offers the best of everything Croatian,
combining bustling towns with a fascinating cultural heritage with
deserted islands and beautiful bays, Pula is the perfect place to
set sail from to explore the real Croatia.
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 1
Regional Highlights

Croatia - Pula

Perfect sailing conditions
Cultural heritage
Bustling towns
Uninhabited islands
Secluded bays

Sailing Conditions
Enjoy line-of-sight sailing in sheltered waters as
well as exhilarating long-hops in steady winds.
Temperature: Avg temp 27ºC (80F)
Tidal range: Between 1 - 2 metres
Best time of year to sail: April to October
Type of mooring: Marina and pontoon
Wind speed: 10 - 25 knot (12 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 3 hour 30 mins
Departure day: Saturday
Arrival airport: Pula Airport
Transfer time: 10 mins
Additional information: ICC qualification, RYA
Day Skipper or above is a legal requirement when
sailing in Croatian waters. Marina fees will apply.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 41

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 50

Sunsail 42i

Sunsail 39

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Located on the tip of the Istrian Peninsula, which borders Slovenia, our base
at Pula offers the perfect starting point from which to explore northern Croatia.
From here, take a short sail across to Brijuni, a national park covered with
beautiful meadows and forests, while donkeys and goats, roam freely all over
this enchanting island.
Head to Croatia’s biggest island Cres, for its historical, cultural and natural
heritage sights, which are abundant on this beautifully preserved island. Find
tranquillity as you explore the many coves and bays dotted along the coastlines
as well the steep, rocky scenery. Cres is also home to the endangered Griffon
vulture, Europe’s biggest bird.
From here, sail north through sheltered waters to the small charming town of
Punat, which is located on the island of Krk. Despite its size, Punat is home to
one of the oldest, largest and well equipped marinas in the Adriatic. This unusual
town is surrounded by Puntarka Draga, an extremely deep bay where you will find
the miniature island of Kosljun along with a Franciscan monastery. This precious
oasis can only be reached by boat, which runs on request.

Also available from Pula - Croatia

Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Sunsail 384

€1960
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 39 classic bareboat for
1 week departing on the 28/04/12.

One of the greenest islands you will find in this sailing area, we recommend
spending some time at the island of Rab, before heading back to base. With
a milder climate than that on the mainland, you will be amazed by the magical
medieval buildings and many idyllic places to discover here.
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Procida - Italy
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The charming island of Procida, is less known than its glamorous
neighbouring islands of Ischia and Capri, but this is part of Procida’s
charm. This small yet delightful island is the ideal starting point
for your charter, offering easy access to the Pontine Islands or the
stunning Amalfi Coast.

At a glance
Sailing Level: 2
Regional Highlights

Italy - Procida

Authentic Italy
Visit the luxurious island of Capri
The Blue Grotto caves
Spectacular volcanic walks
Historical ruins

Sailing Conditions
You can enjoy sailing line-of-sight navigation
in sheltered waters, or choose longer sailing
passages. There are plenty of sheltered harbours,
anchorages, and bays although care must be
taken due to tides and underwater rocks.
Temperature: Avg temp 27ºC (80F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 0.5 metres
Best time of year to sail: April to October
Type of mooring: Marina, buoys and anchorages
Wind speed: 8 -12 knots (9 - 14 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 3 hours
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Saturday
Arrival airport: Naples
Transfer time: 1 hour 30 minutes
Additional information: Marina fees will apply.

YACHTS FOR 2012

Procida is the smallest and oldest island in the Bay of Naples and is of volcanic
origin. Explore the numerous coves and inlets and bring your walking shoes to
enjoy spectacular hikes through fascinating historical ruins and nature sites. With
such unique beauty it’s no wonder this island was chosen as the location for the
famous ‘The Talented Mr. Ripley’ film.
Located in the Tyrrhenian sea within 5 miles of Italy’s west coast and an hour
south of Rome, the Pontine Islands are only accessible by sea. Today, they
remain relatively unknown and unspoilt, so this archipelago is ideal for anyone
looking for an authentic Italian yacht charter holiday.
As you sail towards Ischia, through the clear blue waters, perfect for snorkelling
in, you will enjoy a warm Mediterranean climate as you pass flourishing gardens
and fragrant citrus groves. Several quaint towns can be found along the coastline,
which is also popular due to the volcanic thermal spas which can be found here.
Clean, inviting waters await you on the island of Ponza. Although there are not
many famous historical sights or tourist attractions on this pretty archipelago,
it has striking landscapes and a wonderful atmosphere. Along the stunning
shoreline, you can also see the Grotte di Pilato; three caves where the Romans
dug fish pools to raise their seafood supper.

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 411

Sunsail 39

Sunsail Oceanis 43

Sunsail 43

Sunsail Oceanis 461

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail First 47.7

Sunsail 50

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Also available from Procida - Italy

Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

€1239
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 32i bareboat for 1 week
departing on the 14/04/2012.
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Tropea - Italy

Tropea is one of the most beautiful towns in the Calabria Region on
the south Tyrrhenian coast, offering both historical and architectural
delights. It overlooks a clear blue sea with magnificent white, sandy
beaches and impressive rock formations.
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Nautical miles
Not to be used for
navigation

At a glance
Sailing Level: 2
Regional Highlights

Italy - Tropea

Beautiful Italian architecture
Historical sights
Idyllic beaches
Visit Stromboli Volcano
Short island hops

Sailing Conditions
Normal summer winds are from the NW occasionally
going round to W or NE.
Temperature: Avg temp 27ºC (80F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: April to October
Type of mooring: Marina, jetties and anchoring
Wind speed: 10 - 20 knots (12 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: Varies
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Saturday or Sunday
Arrival airport: Lamezia
Transfer time: 1 hour
Additional information: Marina fees will apply.

YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 411

Sunsail 39

Sunsail Oceanis 43

Sunsail 43

Sunsail Oceanis 461

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail First 47.7

Sunsail 50

The ideal departure point to visit southern Italy, Sicily or the Aeolian Islands,
our base at Tropea, boasts many beautiful churches and noble palaces of
architectural interest that make this a sacred ground for anyone who loves being
surrounded by history.
Panarea, is the smallest island but by far the most picturesque. Here you will find
exclusive boutiques, restaurants and a buzzing nightlife as well as idyllic beaches
and bays perfect for snorkelling in. As you enjoy the good winds and warm sea
breezes on route from Tropea, visit Europe’s biggest active volcano, Stromboli for
a magnificent natural phenomenon.
Experience some spectacular sights as you visit the oldest and largest of the
Aeolian Islands, Lipari. This elevated and craggy island has inviting beaches and
breathtaking rugged coasts whose pumice walls rise from below
the sea.
A trip to the island of Vulcano, is a must with its famous baths in the warm waters
of its underwater springs and bubbling mud pools. From here take a sail across
to the island of Filicudi, breathe in the fresh Italian air and enjoy snorkelling and
diving or head ashore for some fascinating sights to be discovered by foot.

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Also available from Tropea - Italy

Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€1239
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 32i bareboat for 1 week
departing on the 14/04/2012.
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Palermo - Italy

On the northwest coast of Sicily, our base at Palermo is a place where
Roman, Greek, Arab and Norman cultures meet. Palermo is the capital
of Sicily and is located in a marvellous inlet by Monte Pellegrino, selfdescribed as ‘the most beautiful promontory in the world’.
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 2
Regional Highlights

Italy - Palermo

Discover Sicily
Explore Mount Etna
Seaside villages
Stunning bays and beaches
Great for couples

Sailing Conditions
There are plenty of sheltered harbours,
anchorages and bays, although care must be
taken due to tides and underwater rocks.
Temperature: Avg temp 27ºC (80F)
Tidal range: Approx 0 - 0.5 metres
Best time of year to sail: April to October
Type of mooring: Marina, Buoy, Anchor, Jetty
Wind speed: 10 – 20 knots (12 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 4 hours
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Saturday
Arrival airport: Palermo
Transfer time: 40 minutes
Additional information: Marina fees will apply.

YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 32i

Sunsail 411

Sunsail 39

Sunsail Oceanis 43

Sunsail 43

Sunsail Oceanis 461

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail First 47.7

Sunsail 50

Catamarans Available

From our base at Palermo, discover Sicily which is well known for its unique
natural beauty and the highest active volcano in Europe ‘Mount Etna’. This
famous volcano is just one of the astonishing sights in this stunning area.
Sail along the coastline and experience the fascinating landscapes, with smaller
islets scattered all around the coast, as you head towards San Vito Lo Capo.
This charming seaside town is located in the area of Trapani, and boasts
beaches which are out of this world. Extending out below Mount Cofano, a
striking limestone cliff, the bay here is simply beautiful and the perfect place to
enjoy a relaxing, refreshing dip.
Sail through enchanting waters, and head to the largest of the Egadi Islands;
Favignana. Famous for tuna fishing, this traditional Italian island is perfect for
sun worshipers. Sailing around these uninhabited islands, you will witness a
coastline offering a landscape of blooming vegetation and towering volcanoes.
Known as the ‘sacred island’ Marettimo is almost completely deserted,
making it a great place to head for those looking for some peace and quiet.
With mountainous terrain immersed in a lush green vegetation, there are many
walking trails to be discovered.

Also available from Palermo -Italy

Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Sunsail 384

€1239
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 32i bareboat for 1 week
departing on the 14/04/2012.

Before returning back to base, we recommend taking time to stop off at Italy’s
first natural marine reserve, Ustica. Rich in nature and beauty, with a tranquil
atmosphere this island is a haven for exploration. Full of inlets and natural caves,
which you can access by boat or by swimming, Ustica’s coastline is also worth
a visit.
Sailing from Palermo will allow you to discover history and nature at its best. If
you want to spend more time on board then you can opt to cruise to the coasts
of Malta and Tunisia. You can also choose a one way itinerary from Palermo to
our base at Tropea.
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Belize - Caribbean

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation

COCO PLUM CAY
TOBACCO CAY
SOUTH WATER CAY

BLUE GROUND RANGEE
BELIZE
PELICAN CAYS

LARU BEYA
MARINA
QUEEN CAY
/ SILK CAY

WHIPRAY CAY

PLACENCIA

Food & Drink Packages
Pre-ording your onboard food
and beverage is essential
here as there are few stores
for provisioning en route.
Sometimes odd dry goods can
be purchased on Placencia and
you will find supermarkets, fresh
fruit and veg and fish available at
Stann Creek District.
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MONKEY RIVER
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Caribbean - Belize

We have invested in bringing you even more choice of charter
destinations and are offering a brand new base in Placencia,
Belize. Marvel through the clear, aqua waters as you glide through
this tropical sailing area and home to one of the world’s largest
barrier reefs.

Regional Highlights
One of the world’s largest barrier reefs
Outstanding snorkelling
Tropical paradise
Ancient Mayan ruins

Sailing Conditions
The sailing here is consistent, with trade winds
blowing along the coast most of the year, the
water inside the reef is calm with few waves.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (82F)
Tidal range: Approximately 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: November to April
Type of mooring: Marina
Wind speed: 10 - 25 knots (12- 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: Varies
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Placenia Regional Airport
Transfer time: 10 minutes
Additional information: Local cruising taxes.
See rate sheet for details. All Sunsail Charterers
are restricted to sailing within the barrier reef. To
visit the outer atolls and the Blue Hole, a skipper is
required. Various sections of the cruising grounds
are designated marine reserves and/or Heritage
Sites and daily fees per person are applicable.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

As you leave our base, you will head into the heart of the exquisitely beautiful
Placencia Lagoon. This paradise is the ideal location if you’re looking for an
adventure, where you can enjoy kayaking or hire a boat and take a trip up
Monkey River where you will see Howler Monkeys, Iguanas and many more
exotic creatures!
Head northeast to Whipray Cay, offering superb snorkelling as well as being
a fantastic place for fishing too. Situated over the barrier reef, you will need
to practice your shallow water navigation skills as you meander towards
South Water Cay. Part of the Belizean marine preserve, this peaceful island
is also inhabited, so you will be able to find fresh food served at any of the
three restaurants here after enjoying a days snorkelling off the exquisite white
sandy beach.
Sail north just inside the barrier reef, and experience exceptional snorkelling at the
beautiful Tobacco Cay. Continue cruising north, through these protected waters
and stop off at the highly recommended Coco Plum Cay. This private island is
the perfect retreat; all you need to do here is relax in a hammock, as you enjoy
5* service and fine food that will make you want to stay here forever. With the
picturesque Belizean coast stretching out before you across the brilliant turquoise
waters, sail onto Lagoon Cay. Once you are at anchor, relax with a refreshing
cocktail, take a swim, or kayak along the cay. Lagoon Cay is also great for fishing
and bird watching. Ospreys, frigate birds, pelicans, and cormorants roost on the
trees of the inner lagoon.

Sunsail 444

Also available from Belize - Caribbean

Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

€435

Boat only - price per day
Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 8 people sharing a Sunsail 384
Premier for 1 week departing 10/09/2011.

Experience outstanding snorkelling and diving along the edge of the barrier reef,
when you visit Queen Cay (Silk Cay). The best beach and anchorage is off the
southern cay where, nestled among the towering palm trees, you can enjoy a
leisurely lunch in the shade.
Before this unforgettable charter comes to an end, be sure to visit beautiful
Ranguana Cay which provides an excellent overnight anchorage. Spend the
day at Laughing Bird Cay National Park, for more exciting snorkelling on the
spectacular reef.
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Abacos - Bahamas

Tropical sun, white sands and turquoise clear seas are just a small
part of what awaits you in the Abacos. Leave everyday life behind as
you are welcomed with open arms to an enchanting way of life – the
Bahamian way. An ideal family destination, sail through clear, shallow
waters with well-protected anchorages discovering live coral, an
abundance of colourful tropical fish and dolphins which swim nearby.
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MAN O’ WAR CAY

At a glance
Bahamas - Abacos

Sailing Level: 1
Regional Highlights
Visit one of National Geographic's top ten beaches
Playful dolphins and colourful, tropical fish
Stunning snorkelling
Great place for families

Sailing Conditions
Enjoy easy line-of-sight sailing in shallow waters with
short passages between well-protected anchorages.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Approximately 1-2 metres
All year round destination
Type of mooring: Marina, Buoy, and pontoons
Wind speed: 5 - 15 knots (6 - 17 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: Approx 9 hours
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Marsh Harbour
Transfer time: 15 minutes
Additional information: Local cruising taxes.
See rate sheet for details. National park fees.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 39i

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

    Sunsail Lagoon 380

Also available from Abacos - Bahamas

Skippered Charter

Our base at Marsh Harbour, the centre of the Abacos, is the perfect place to
cast off and explore the surrounding hot spots. The islands of the Bahamas form
an archipelago that extends over 500 miles of the clearest water in the world.
Heading south from our base Pelican Cays National Park is a spectacular stop
off. Home to an underwater adventure, it’s one of the most popular snorkelling
and dive spots in the area.
Make sure you don’t miss the charming inlet at Treasure Cay, and walk barefoot
along one of National Geographic’s top 10 beaches. From here, the pristine and
virtually uninhabited island of Manjack Cay has many secluded coves with some
of the most picturesque beaches in The Abacos.

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€240

Boat only - price per day
Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 36i Classic for 1 week
departing on the 14/10/2012.

Sail south to the quaint and peaceful island of Green Turtle Cay, and experience
exceptional beaches, deep-sea fishing and fantastic diving. For the more curious
explorer New Plymouth offers numerous historical sights.
Man O’ War Cay just north of Hope Town, is a picturesque village that still
retains its traditional West Indies charm. An ideal spot for exploring underwater
delights, make sure you spend some time in the water as well as on it!
Before your tropical journey is over, visit Hope Town, home to the famous striped
lighthouse, to enjoy a cocktail or two as you watch the sunset over Elbow Cay.
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British Virgin Islands
Caribbean

ANEGADA

10

0
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GREAT CAMANOE ISLAND
VIRGIN GORDA

Did you know?
Sunsail's base in Tortola has
won the PBO Green Award,
we are also supporting the
BVI Tourist Board in their
certification programme
promoting 'Clean Marinas'.
Plus, we have changed all
our fittings and light bulbs
over to LED.
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MARINA CAY
JOST VAN DYKE
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The British Virgin Islands are an ideal sailing destination for every
level of sailor, with crystal-clear waters, picture-perfect beaches
and a host of island restaurants and bars. Easy deep-water islandhops, consistent trade winds, line-of-sight navigation and numerous
anchorages make this a sailor’s paradise.

At a glance
Sailing Level: 1
Regional Highlights

Caribbean - BVI

Perfect for all levels of charterer
BVI Spring Regatta
Tropical, picturesque surroundings
Protected sailing
Great for snorkelling, kayaking and diving

Sailing Conditions
Line of sight sailing and deep water hops with
ideal, consistent trade winds.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Approximately 0 - 1 metre
All year round destination
Type of mooring: Pontoon & Buoy,
Wind speed: Summer, 10 - 15 knots (12 - 17mph)
Winter 15-25 knots (17 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 10 hours
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Beef Island, Tortola
Transfer time: 30 minutes
Additional information: Local cruising taxes.
See rate sheet for details.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)
Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 38

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 41

Sunsail Oceanis 323

Sunsail 42i

Sunsail Oceanis 343

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail Oceanis 373

Sunsail 53

Sunsail 50

£

Sunsail 32i

Located in the northeast Caribbean sea, 60 miles east of Puerto Rico, the BVI
stretch more than 30 miles around the Sir Francis Drake Channel from our base
at Wickhams Cay II you will be invited into one of the finest and most protected
sailing areas in the world.
After an easy sail through sheltered waters, snorkel the Caves or dive the famous
‘Wreck of the Rhone’ at Norman Island. Discover your hidden treasure in the
place Robert Louis Stevenson had in mind when he wrote his masterpiece
‘Treasure Island’.
Marina Cay is a picture postcard island, nestled in a sheltered lush lagoon, which
is perfect for snorkelling among the tropical sea life, in these shallow warm waters.
Enjoy the delicious seafood and cuisine at the award winning Pusser’s Restaurant
or enjoy a Caribbean cocktail (or three) while watching the incredible sunset over
Great Camanoe Island from the Sunset Bar, the highest point on this tiny island.
From here, head to Virgin Gorda and experience stunning beaches and
magnificent mountains. Make sure you visit The Baths, where immense boulders
are scattered along stunning beaches, creating magical grottos and a truly exotic
landscape amongst the white powder sand.
Visit Jost Van Dyke for the laid back lifestyle and ‘painkiller’ cocktails, or mix your
own drinks at Ivan’s Stress Free Bar at White Bay, before sailing over to Soper’s
Hole marina, where you can find plenty of choice for re-stocking your provisions.
Visit the protected National Park island of Anegada’s south shore, before making
your way back to base. Here enjoy a scrumptious dinner of the island’s famous
lobster, reputed to be the best in the Caribbean!

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Sunsail 434

Sunsail 444

Sunsail 404

Sunsail 464

Also available in the BVIs - Caribbean

Sailing School
Sunsail Flotilla
Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing
Sunsail Family Flotilla

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€235

Boat only - price per day
Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 6 people sharing a Sunsail Oceanis 323
for 1 week departing on the 23/06/2012.
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St Martin - Caribbean

Rivalling the BVI as the Caribbean’s most popular sailing destination,
St. Martin provides a good mix of island hopping and open blue water
cruising. Divided between French in the north and Dutch in the south,
this delightful island makes for a perfect combination of Caribbean
cruising with European food and flair.
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NEVIS

At a glance
Caribbean - St Martin

Sailing Level: 2

Regional Highlights
Island hopping or blue water cruising
European flair
Fantastic beaches
Heineken Regatta
Vibrant atmosphere

Sailing Conditions
The location of the Leeward Islands that include
St. Martin is cooled by trade winds so the climate
is comfortable year round. The winter months
offer exciting and challenging sailing, the summer
is more laid-back.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: Year round Destination
Type of mooring: Buoys and Pontoons
Wind speed: Summer, 10 - 15 knots (12 - 17mph)
Winter 15-20 knots (17 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: Approx. 8 hours 30 mins
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: St Martin
Transfer time: 45 minutes

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 41

Sunsail 50

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Sunsail 434

Sunsail 444

The Sunsail base is located on the eastern side of the island in Captain Oliver’s
Marina at Oyster Pond, a protected lagoon surrounded by hills and a beautiful
beach. Embark on an exciting adventure over long, challenging distances or simply
relax with short hops from one fantastic beach and snorkelling spot to another.
Cruise north from our base, and arrive at Anguilla, a British dependency with
unspoilt coral reefs and miles of powdery beaches. The clear waters are ideal for
snorkelling and diving as a number of ships have been deliberately sunk to create
exciting dive sites. Nearby Prickly Pear, provides a breathtaking picture postcard
beach, which offers many secluded spots. Fresh lobster is served daily, so why not
sit under one of the thatched umbrellas admiring the views over Anguilla.
Further south, head for St. Barts where movie stars and the international jet-set
have been holidaying since the 1950s. The colourful town of Gustavia on the
west coast provides plenty of French atmosphere with excellent boutiques and
restaurants lining the colourful, narrow streets.
For a more energetic excursion, venture to St. Eustatius, where the more
exploratory can opt for a challenging adventure by making your way through thick
rainforest straight into the volcanic crater!

Also available from St Martin - Caribbean

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€275

Boat only - price per day
Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 36i for 1 week
departing on the 25/08/2012.

Before you sail north, back towards St Martin, make a stop off at the exotically
tropical island of St Kitts. The lush vegetation, vibrant atmosphere, delicious
Caribbean cuisine and joyful locals, will make time spent here simply sensational!
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PRICES
FROM

Antigua - Caribbean

flights included

The two separate islands that make up the joint country of Antigua and
Barbuda may be within a 30 mile easy reach of each other, but they are
worlds apart when it comes to character and lifestyle. Join the locals
in a ‘jump up’, dancing to steel drums all night in Antigua, then head
to Barbuda for quiet pink sandy beaches to really get away from it all.
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CARLISLE
BAY

SHIRLEY
HEIGHTS

At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Caribbean - Antigua

Regional Highlights
Beach BBQ and live music
Gorgeous sandy beaches
Underwater discovery
Antigua Race Week
Tropical wildlife

Sailing Conditions
Enjoy a mixture of blue water sailing and short
hops from bay to bay, using line-of sight navigation.
Warm, steady trade winds have made Antigua one
of the most popular sailing destinations in the world
and ideal for competitive racing.
Temperature: Avg temp 28ºC (82F)
Tidal range: Approximately 0 - 0.5 metre
Best time of year to sail: November to April
Type of mooring: Anchorages and buoys
Wind speed: 15 - 20 knots (17 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 8 hours
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: VC Bird International Airport
Transfer time: 45 minutes
Additional information: Marina fees will apply.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 50

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Our Antigua base at the historic Nelson’s Dockyard in English Harbour is the
perfect starting point for exploring the coastline and some of Antigua’s gorgeous
beaches. Shirley Heights on the southern shore is a popular gathering place
every Sunday for the famous Antigua rum punch party with BBQ and live music.
Nearby Green Island is an unspoilt hideaway with plenty of excellent anchorages
amongst pure white sand beaches to enjoy. Snorkelling is at its best here, where
you can make the most of the crystal clear, warm waters. There are also tropical
birds and pelicans to be found on this tropical island.
A protected arched shape beach, Deep Bay is a perfect place to drop anchor
and spend a day relaxing on the beach. Take a break from topping up your tan,
and snorkel around the Andes wreck that lies in the middle of the bay here.
Head over to the tranquil island of Barbuda, renowned for its pink sandy beaches
of which ‘eleven mile’ beach is a particular favourite among sailors. Snorkellers are
in for a treat with eagle rays and sting rays a common sight over the colourful coral.

Also available from Antigua - Catibbean

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€330

Boat only - price per day
Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on 6 people sharing a Sunsail 39 Classic
for 1 week departing on the 01/11/2011.

Great Bird Island on the North Sound is made up of over twenty small islands
and numerous reefs. Hike to the summit for spectacular views and the opportunity
to spot a variety of tropical birds and West Indian whistling ducks.
As you make your way back home to base, make a stop at Carlisle Bay. Situated
in the centre of one of the most beautiful bays imaginable, the beach here is sheer
perfection with water so clear you can see the red tropical fish as you paddle.
An amazing place to stop and relax at the end of your Antiguan charter, and will
honestly leave you breathless.
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St Vincent & Grenadines

Did you know?
Each year we contribute a one
week charter for an auction
for the International Hospital
for Children. They use
this money to send
children from St. Vincent
in urgent need of
complicated surgery to the US.

Enjoy exhilarating sailing in steady, warm winds, through this
spectacular sailing area. From the lush volcanic heights of St Vincent,
to the underwater playground of the world-famous Tobago Cays,
the opportunities for adventure and discovery are unsurpassed.
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CARRIACOU

Nautical Miles
Not to be used for navigation

At a glance
Sailing Level: 3

Caribbean - St Vincent

Caribbean

Regional Highlights
Exhilarating sailing
Spectacular scenery
Giant Sea Turtles
Lively atmosphere
Pirates of the Caribbean film set

Sailing Conditions
With blue water sailing and sheltered island cruising
in warm winds. The winter months offer exciting and
challenging sailing, the summer is more relaxed.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Approximately 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: Year Round Destination
Type of mooring: Pontoon & buoys
Wind speed: 15 - 25 knots (17 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 9 hours
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: St Vincent
Transfer time: 15 minutes
Additional information: Local cruising taxes and
you will need to pass through customs.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 41

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 39i

Take a taxi from our base at St Vincent to the Botanical Gardens and
Baleine Falls, a spectacular 57ft (17m) waterfall with an area for swimming
at the base. A guided hike up the famous La Soufrière volcano also makes
for an exciting, challenging adventure. Then, swash-buckle your way to the
sights of Wallilabou Bay, the famous film set for Pirates of the Caribbean.
Spot dolphins as you sail from St Vincent to charming Bequia, keeping an
eye out for whales too! The next day enjoy an exhilarating open water sail to
beautiful Mustique and anchor in Britannia Bay, to experience the legendary
Basil’s Beach Bar.
Stay overnight in the protected moon-shaped anchorage of Saltwhistle Bay,
Mayreau and enjoy fresh lobster delivered right to your yacht! Just a short
sail away, you can snorkel in the crystal clear shallow waters of Tobago Cays,
renowned for its diving and wildlife park, where you will find sea turtles and a
stunning array of coral and tropical fish.
From here you can head over to Petit St Vincent and marvel at the sunset
views over this pleasant island. Stop by Carriacou, before heading back
towards St Vincent, where the inhabitants are famed for their expert sailing
and boat building skills, as well as the exciting “Big Drum Dance” that makes
the people the main attraction!

Sunsail 434

Sunsail 384

Also available from St Vincent & the
Grenadines - Caribbean

Sunsail Flotilla
Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

€275

Boat only - price per day
Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 36i Classic for 1 week
departing on the 25/08/2012.

Hear the story of ‘Janti’s Happy Island’ bar and restaurant, built entirely out
of recycled conch shells, whilst enjoying freshly caught lobster washed down
with a glass of rum off Union Island.
A trip to Canouan, in the heart of the Grenadines, is an exquisite and inviting island.
Take a kayak on a breathtaking journey through the warm tropical waters, or take
a stroll along the pristine beaches; you will really be in tropical paradise here.
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Grenada - Caribbean
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From our base at St George’s, those looking for a more exhilarating
SOUFRIERE
holiday will enjoy exceptional sailing conditions among this
Caribbean paradise. Immerse yourself in the lively culture and a
welcoming atmosphere that is more than apparent throughout
these islands.
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Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation

At a glance
Caribbean - Grenada

Sailing Level: 3

Regional Highlights
Outstanding sailing
Spectacular snorkelling
Hawksbill Turtles
Caribbean vibe
National parks

Sailing Conditions
With blue water sailing and sheltered island cruising
in warm winds. The winter months offer exciting and
challenging sailing, the summer is more relaxed.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Approximately 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: Year Round Destination
Type of mooring: Pontoon & buoys
Wind speed: 15 - 25 knots (17 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 9 hours
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Port Salines International Airport
Transfer time: 15 minutes
Additional information: Local cruising taxes and
you will need to pass through customs.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Sunsail 434

Sunsail 384

Take a taxi from Port Louis Marina, St George’s to Grand Etang National Park
or Forest Presere, visiting the crater lake at the centre of this stunning attraction.
Then, before setting sail from Grenada head around to True Blue Bay which has
become a popular spot for beachcombers, divers and hikers alike.
Enjoy a quick downwind sail to Prickly Bay; one of the most popular cruisers
stop overs in the Caribbean. Enjoy live steel drum music on the weekends ashore
at the yacht club, this is a great place to start out your sailing holiday. From here
head to Petit Martinique and enjoy spectacular snorkeling or walk along the
pristine beaches.
After a quick stop at Clifton Harbour, as you cruise into the Grenadines enjoy
a sail over to the Tobago Cays National Sea Park. Here, you can enjoy some
of the best snorkelling in the Caribbean as you surround yourself with the
abundance of sealife, including many Hawksbill turtles.
Chatham Bay is located in an untouched valley on the western end of Union
Island where, along the north and south shore lines, you can enjoy a refreshing
swim in the clear warm waters. A beach BBQ with Sekkie’s Sunset beach bar
is the perfect place for dinner.

Also available from Grenada - Caribbean

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Flotilla

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€275

Boat only - price per day
Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 36i for 1 week
departing on the 25/08/2012.

As you begin to make your way back south towards Grenada, stop at the island
of Carriacou where you can spend a night at anchor on your own deserted
island at Sandy Island.
We highly recommend visiting Dragon’s Bay, where you can snorkel right off your
yacht in the magnificent surrounding coves, or head ashore for a stroll along the
volcanic beach.
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Langkawi - Malaysia
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PULAU TUBA

PULAU DAYANG
BUNTING

At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Regional Highlights

Malaysia - Langkawi

Discover one wondrous white sandy beach after another
on a heavenly cruise in an area which is ‘as pure as it gets’.
Langkawi’s beautifully stunning landscapes and what lies within,
have given it Geopark status by UNESCO. Swim in seductively
warm waters, meet the welcoming locals and experience some
of the most superb and picture-perfect scenery on earth.

Enchanting cruising area
Delicious variety of cuisine
Unique culture
Beautiful bays and beaches
Spectacular landscapes to explore

Sailing Conditions
Winds are generally north-easterly in the summer
and south-westerly in the winter months.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Approx 2 to 3 metres
Best time of year to sail: November to April
Type of mooring: Marinas and anchorages.
Wind speed: 5 - 20 knots (6 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 11 hours
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Langkawi
Transfer time: 30 minutes

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 41

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Sunsail 404

Sunsail 444

Also available from Langkawi - Malaysia

Royal Langkawi Yacht Club is located in the island’s main town of Kuah,
on the south-eastern tip, giving it the perfect position from which to visit
neighbouring islands.
For a simply spectacular view over the Andaman Sea and Langkawi group
of islands, head to the Oriental Village in Burau Bay, approx 30 minutes from
Kuah Town, and take the cable car ride to the top of Gunung Machincang.
From here, there is so much to explore with sights, including Kilim Nature
Park, that offer some truly unforgettable experiences on Sungai River Kilim.
A tour here will take you into another world, where a mix of lush green forests,
isolated beaches and emerald waters await in this awe-inspiring area. As you
cruise the calm and winding river through overhanging flora and fauna, enjoy
the company of exotic wildlife such as iguanas and macaques.
After spending time at the appropriately named ‘Monkey Creek’ at Gubang
Darat cruise around to Pulau Beras Besah, also known as ‘wet rice island’.
Blessed with clear, warm waters and white sandy beaches this is a great
place to unwind and relax, while spending some time enjoying the fantastic
snorkeling here. If you are looking for more of an adventure then you can take
a 3 island boat trip and explore the rest of Pulau Beras Basah, as well as Pulau
Dayang Bunting and Pulau Singa Besar.

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€2415
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin,
the charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 39 Classic for
1 week departing on the 07/08/2012.

Daitai bay is among some of Langkawi’s most idyllic beaches, and the perfect
place to stop for a day relaxing in the tropical sunshine, or taking a quiet
evening stroll. Alternatively, choose from the many island cruises that are
available here.
Sail around to the eastern side of the island and head for The Hole in the
Wall, where you can try feeding the tame stingrays at the fish farm. Or, you
can choose to simply take in the views and surroundings at this breathtaking
sailor’s hideaway.
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Koh Chang - Thailand

With so many undeveloped islands to choose from, sailing in the
Koh Chang archipelago is a step back in time. Despite its size and
THAILAND
close proximity to the capital, Koh Chang remains undeveloped and
untouched with many secret wonders to be explored. Be one of the
first to discover this awe-inspiring area.
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At a glance
Thailand - Koh Chang

Sailing Level: 2

Regional Highlights
Untouched natural beauty spots
Magnificent backdrops
Secluded, picturesque beaches
Breathtaking Moo Koh Chang National Park
Elephant Safari

Sailing Conditions
October to December, NE winds moderate with
calm seas. January to March S winds light to
moderate with calm seas.
Temperature: Avg temp 30ºC (86F)
Tidal range: From 1 to 2 metres
Best time of year to sail: October to March
Type of mooring: Anchorages
Wind speed: 5 - 20 knots (6 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 12 hours
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Trat
Transfer time: Approximately 2 hours
Additional information: Local cruising taxes.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 41
Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 39
Sunsail 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Sunsail 404

Sunsail 444

Also available from Koh Chang - Thailand

Set sail from our base in the province of Trat and experience amazing sailing
throughout the Koh Chang archipelago. Surrounded by clear waters, while
a terrain of high peaks and steep cliffs provide a magnificent backdrop to its
breathtaking coastline, sailing here is a true delight.
Make sure you pay a visit to the quaint fishing villages such as Bang Bao and
Salak Phet. These communities are built on stilts and welcome visitors into
their daily life. The stunning scenery from the deck of your yacht will keep you
entertained for days, but don’t forget to stretch your land legs and explore the
heart of the islands.
The small island of Koh Wai lies about 6km south of Koh Chang, and is a
favourite hideaway for many travellers, with a sense of seclusion and tremendous
views over nearby islands such as Koh Mak. If you enjoy tranquil surroundings,
this natural tropical island won’t disappoint. Unspoiled by tourism, you will find
yourself settling among over 10,000 palm trees, community fishing villages,
rubber plantations and secluded beaches. Make the most of your stay and
explore the island by elephant.
About 70% of Koh Kut is covered by tropical rainforest and the island boasts
a whole host of scenic beauties including crystal clear waters, pristine beaches
and breathtaking waterfalls. Back on the island of Koh Chang, visit Kai Bai for
pristine beaches and somewhere to stock up on your provisions before making
your way to the north of the island.
Before your journey comes to an end, take a walk through Moo Koh Chang
National Park. Wander through winding paths past short streams and find the
entrance of the Than Mayom, an idyllic waterfall and a sight not to be missed.

Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€3465
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 39 Classic for 1 week
departing on the 09/09/2012.

Did you know?
Each year, our Thai bases
contribute a charter for an
auction supporting Life Home
Project Foundation. This organisation
supports people affected by HIV
including counselling, education and
support. www.lifehomeproject.org
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Phuket - Thailand
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KOH
LANTA YAI

At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Regional Highlights
Majestic coastlines
Pure, pristine beaches
Breathtaking views
The Kings Cup Regatta
Island of Phi Phi, where ‘The Beach’ was filmed

Thailand - Phuket

The stunning cruising ground of Phuket offers dramatic scenery,
beautiful beaches, world-class diving and excellent sailing
all year round. Ashore, the Thai people are some of the most
welcoming and warm locals you will ever meet. Phuket’s glory
is its majestic coastline. Anchorages range from gentle
crescents of palm fringed white sandy beaches to dramatic
limestone islands rising from the sea.

Sailing Conditions
October to December NE winds moderate with
calm seas January to March S winds light to
moderate with calm seas
Temperature: Avg temp 34ºC (93F)
Tidal range: Approximately 0.5 to 3 metres.
Best time of year to sail: October to March
Type of mooring: Mostly anchorages, with some buoys

Wind speed: 10 – 15 knots (12 - 17 mph),
SW 15 - 25 knots (17 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 12 hours
One way options: Phuket - Lankawi, Lankawi - Phuket
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Phuket
Transfer time: Approximately 2 hours
Additional information: SE season may have
some strong squalls.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 41

Sunsail 39

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Sunsail 404

Sunsail 444

Also available from Phuket - Thailand

The Sunsail base is located in the Ao Po Grand Marina at the entrance to
Phang Nga Bay where a striking gallery of giant limestone islands riddled with
tunnels and caves rise out of the waters.
Explore ashore before you set sail and visit one of the many temples and Buddha
images, take in a show, indulge yourself with some world class shopping in
modern air conditioned shopping malls or wander through the bustling night
market in Phuket Town.
After a day of exploring the islands of Phang Nga Bay, cruise down toward
Krabi and the Chicken Islands for some top class snorkelling and sample some
delicious seafood or Thai curry at one of the great value beach front restaurants at
Rai Le and maybe treat the crew to a well deserved hour long Thai massage.

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing
Sailing School

€2415
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 39 Classic for 1 week
departing on the 07/08/2012.

The islands around Phi Phi Don still have some of the best dive and snorkel
sites close to Phuket and the lively town of Ton Sai with its myriad of bars and
restaurants, bakeries, markets and coffee shops make it a popular stop over.
Take time to see nearby Phi Phi Le and visit famous Maya Bay which was made
famous by the movie "The Beach" as this is one of the most visually stunning
islands in the area. Koh Racha Yai is a laid back coral island and home to
Aquarium bay and the driftwood Reggae Bar.
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Koh Samui - Thailand

Make the most of the dry season when in the Gulf of Thailand
and enjoy what is rapidly becoming one of Thailand’s top holiday
destinations. Known the world over for its beautiful scenery and
excellent diving, Koh Samui is a fantastic choice for an active
holiday on, off and under the water.
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At a glance
Thailand - Koh Samui

Sailing Level: 2

Regional Highlights
Excellent scuba diving
Great choice of activities
Beautiful scenery
Tropical rainforests
Magnificent waterfalls

Sailing Conditions
March to October, there are good south-westerly
winds and the sailing can be exciting. With the
occasional tropical shower, the area remains mainly
sheltered.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Between 1 and 2 metres
Best time of year to sail: March to October
Type of mooring: Anchorages
Wind speed: 5 - 20 knots (6 - 23 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 12 hours
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Koh Samui
Transfer time: 15 minutes
Additional information: Skippers need to take care
not to damage the reefs of live coral when anchoring.
No one way options in Koh Samui.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 41
Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 39
Sunsail 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Sunsail 404

Sunsail 384

Also available from Koh Samui - Thailand

Our base in Koh Samui offers wonderful sailing in an exciting area we recommend you head here between May to October for the best conditions.
A tropical hideaway, the island is characterised by soft powdery beaches edged
by traditional bungalow resorts. Explore inland to visit the beautiful waterfalls of
Hin Lat and Na Muang and head to Bo Phut Bay for an inspiring view of the
Big Buddah.
Carpeted by coconut trees, Koh Phangan is famous for its full moon parties
and beautiful beaches. The tiny island of Koh Ma to the northwest of Koh
Phangan, is a spot not to be missed.
From here, head north to the island of Koh Tao, where you will find the clearest
waters around for diving. With new dive shops opening every year, underwater
enthusiasts should definitely visit.

Skippered Charter

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

€2800
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 43 Classic for 1 week
departing on the 01/05/2012.

Ang Thong National Park is a stunning area offering breathtaking sights,
with a host of attractions, as you cruise amongst the 42 islands that it is made
up of. This fascinating area features tropical rainforests, deserted beaches, and
attractive coves as well as a considerable amount of exotic wildlife. The Ang
Thong Islands rise from the sea, dramatic walls of rock soaring hundreds of
meters high. A popular destination with local sightseers, many Thais place Ang
Thong at the top of their ‘must do’ list.
Back on the island of Koh Samui, if it's nightlife you’re after then head to
Chaweng Beach where you will find plenty of bars and restaurants catering
for every taste. Continue round this island to the more upmarket bay at
Choeng Mon Beach.
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Mahé - Seychelles

From unique granite islands to glimmering coral isles, walk along the
wide beaches past a colony of giant tortoises or hire a bike and find the
perfect place for a picnic. An archipelago, scattered across the crystal
clear waters of the Indian Ocean, the Seychelles is often referred to as
the original Garden of Eden. With soft, sand beaches, fantastic coral
reefs and soaring mountains, the Seychelles is the perfect setting for a
tropical yachting holiday.
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MAHE

ST ANNE

FREGATE
L’ILOT FREGATE

knots

Nautical miles
Not to be used for navigation

At a glance
Sailing Level: 3

Seychelles - Mahé

Regional Highlights
Fantastic base location at Eden Island Marina
Marine National Parks
Exquisite beaches
The Seychelles Regatta
Natural beauty at its very best

Sailing Conditions
Sail here between May and October for SE winds
offering fantastic conditions in warm climates.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Approx 1 - 2 metres
Best time of year to sail: May and October
Type of mooring: Anchorages, some mooring buoys
Wind speed: 5 – 20 knots (6 - 23 mph).
SW 15 - 25 knots (17 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: 11 hours
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Mahé
Transfer time: 20 minutes

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 43

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Sunsail 434

Sunsail 404

Also available from Mahé - Seychelles

Skippered Charter
Sunsail Racing

Cruising Notes

Praslin, is the second largest island in the Seychelles, and home to one of the
world’s most exquisite beaches; Anse Lazio. Here you will also find the rare
‘Coco de Mer’ Palm as well as rare birds such as the black parrot and fruit
pigeon. Although there are several developed resorts on this island, they have
not compromised its natural beauty.
Sail south east from Praslin and spend some time at La Digue. This timeless
oasis is a world away from the larger islands in this archipelago, remaining almost
completely unchanged since the first settlement. You won’t find any cars here,
as bikes and ox-carts are the way to get around on this serene and tranquil land,
which has an altogether slower pace of life.

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Your journey into paradise begins on the island of Mahé. Sail from our superb
new base located at Eden Island Marina. Surrounded by three marine national
parks, Mahé is fringed with 68 beaches, with magnificent underwater marine life,
whilst the interior revels in lush vegetation; from rainforests and coconut palms
to cinnamon plantations.

€2450
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 39i Classic for 1 week
departing on the 29/04/2012.

Sail further round this group of islands, and you will find the fertile island of
Felicite. Surface streams provide fresh water and so this rich island is covered
in luxuriant and verdant vegetation. This is an ideal place to stop if you like the
sound of breathtaking walks around the spectacular mountainous terrain.
From here, enjoy sailing in the incredible Indian Ocean past spectacular scenery
that is out of this world, as you make your way back to the island of Mahé.
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Whitsundays - Australia

Rated as one of the world’s most beautiful sailing grounds,
the Whitsundays in Queensland, offer a blend of breathtaking
natural landscapes, spectacular marine life, luxurious island
resorts and an infinite selection of secluded anchorages.
Surrounded by sparkling waters and sheltered by the Great
Barrier Reef, enjoy easy line-of-sight sailing and good winds
as you breeze through this magnificent sailing area.
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Australia - Whitsundays

At a glance
Sailing Level: 1

Regional Highlights
Award winning beaches
Underwater paradise
Gateway to the great barrier reef
Dolphins, humpback whales and other sealife
Experience the ultimate holiday

Sailing Conditions
The climate of the Whitsundays is sub-tropical,
ensuring year-round warm, tropical weather.
Lying in the shelter of the Great Barrier Reef, the
seas around the Whitsundays are generally calm.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: Year Round Destination
Type of mooring: Mostly anchorages, some buoys
Wind speed: 10 – 25 knots (12 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: Approx 24 hours
Departure day: Flexible
Flight transfers to Hamilton Island: Sydney 2.5
hours. Melbourne 3.5 hours. Brisbane 1.5 hours.
Arrival airport: Hamilton Island
Transfer time: 5 minutes
(No additional cost for transfers)
Additional information: Local cruising taxes.
Some tropical rainfall January - March.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available

At Sunsail’s base on Hamilton Island, you will enjoy a world-class resort
experience before setting sail on a charter adventure of a lifetime! You’ll find
great shopping, a wealth of cosmopolitan restaurants and over forty different
activities to try here. There’s also an extensive range of accommodation for
those who want to enjoy the best of both worlds for the ultimate holiday.
Start your Australian adventures by heading to the award winning Whitehaven
Beach on Whitsunday Island. Explore this exquisite stretch of immaculate
tropical sand by private helicopter, seaplane, ferry, yacht or feel the soft, warm
sand between your toes as you take a walk along this 7 kilometre highlight.
Head north to Cateran Bay on Border Island, which offers the best snorkelling
in the area, and you can discover an underwater haven of coral and protected
marine life. Ashore, we recommend climbing to the island peaks for excellent
views over the islands. As you sail further north you will reach Hook Island,
a rugged island mainly made up of national park, with stunning beaches
and a variety of walking tracks. Make sure you take a track to the unique
Butterfly Bay, named such due to its shape and the flocks of butterflies
which line its shore.
Gateway to The Great Barrier Reef, Airlie Beach is the ideal location if you are
looking for excitement; with skydiving, day trips, scenic flights, crocodile safaris
being just some of what’s on offer here.
With a fantastic selection of tranquil anchorages to choose from, you can truly
escape the crowds and delight in the peaceful beauty on the sandy beaches
nestled amid elegant palms at Palm Bay, Long Island.
As you sail amongst these islands you will experience exceptional fringing reefs
making them irresistible for snorkelling and diving enthusiasts. Tropical fish in a
kaleidoscope of colours abound throughout this cruising area, kept company
by humpback whales, playful dolphins, curious turtles and manta rays.

Sunsail 39i

Sunsail 53

Sunsail 43

Sunsail 44i

Sunsail Oceanis 423

Sunsail 49i

Sunsail Oceanis 343

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail Oceanis 323

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Sunsail Lagoon 380

Sunsail 384

Sunsail Lagoon 410

Sunsail 464

Sunsail Lagoon 440

Sunsail 404

Also available in the Whitsundays - Australia

Skippered Charter
Sailing School

MORE Value!
PRICES
FROM

Cruising Notes

Sunsail 41

€1820
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail Oceanis 323 Classic
for 1 week departing on a 07/01/2012.
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At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Raiatea -Tahiti

Regional Highlights
Sophisticated atmosphere
Breathtaking lagoons
Explore lush walkways
Wonderful waterfalls
Idyllic islands

Sailing Conditions
Tahiti boasts an idyllic climate where from
November to March the weather is warmer and
more humid, from May to October is cooler.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 0.5 metres
Best time of year to sail: Year Round Destination
Type of mooring: Anchorages, some mooring buoys
Wind speed: 10 – 25 knots (23 - 29 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: Approx 20 hours
One way options: Available on request
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Tahiti
Transfer time: 45 minutes
Additional information Swells of 3 – 5 ft (1 - 1.5m)
can occur.

NEW YACHTS FOR 2012
Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)
Please refer to page 64 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail 44i

Sunsail 36i

Sunsail 343

Sunsail 434

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 444

Sunsail 384

Also available from Raitea - Tahiti

Skippered Charter

In the heart of the Pacific Ocean lies the natural paradise of the
French Polynesia. Soak up the sophisticated atmosphere in one
of the many stylish resorts or get back to nature and glide over
breathtakingly beautiful lagoons while gazing out over scenic vistas
of jagged volcanic peaks. An underwater paradise, white dolphins
can regularly be seen playing in the surrounding waters and divers
are drawn from far and wide hopeful for a glance.

PRICES
FROM

MORE Value!

€2135
Boat only!

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail 36i Classic for 1 week
departing on the 02/12/2011.
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Did you know?
Sunsail Tahiti will be helping
the researchers from the
South Pacific Whale Research
Consortium to conduct
whale-sighting surveys of
the southbound migration
of humpback whales off the
Polynesian island of Niue.
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Vava’u -Tonga

At a glance
Sailing Level: 2

Regional Highlights

Tahiti - Tonga

Year round destinations
Deep water drop-offs
Lush blue lagoons
Peaceful surroundings
Tropical paradise

Sailing Conditions
Tonga is a year round destination, with the best
conditions between May and November. January
to March is the wettest time. Calm seas combined
with south-easterly trade winds from May to
September and north-easterlies in the summer
guarantee excellent sailing.
Temperature: Avg temp 29ºC (84F)
Tidal range: Between 0 - 1 metre
Best time of year to sail: Year Round Destination
Type of mooring: Buoys, pontoons and marinas
Wind speed: 8-12 knots (9-13mph), 13-18 (15-21 mph)

Useful information
Flight durations: Approx. 27 hours
Departure day: Flexible
Arrival airport: Lupepau’s Airport
Transfer time: 15 minutes
Whale watching season runs July to September.

YACHTS FOR 2012

Experience dramatic deep water drop-offs filled with giant fern
forests as you enjoy exhilarating sailing through this year-round
destination. Situated north of New Zealand, the Tongan Islands
of Vava’u offer one of the world’s finest cruising areas where you
will find an array of colourful surroundings, with lush turquoise
blue lagoons, fine white coral sand beaches and vibrant green
coconut plantations.

Premier Plus Yacht (less than 1 year old)
Premier Yacht (less than 3 years old)
Classic Yacht (3 - 6 years old)

Please see page 68 for full yacht details and plans.

Monohull Yachts Available
Sunsail Oceanis 331

Sunsail Oceanis 393

Sunsail Oceanis 343

Sunsail 43

Sunsail Oceanis 373

Catamarans Available
Sunsail 384

Sunsail 424

Sunsail Leopard 3800

Sunsail 474

Also available from Vava'u - Tonga

Skippered Charter

5

MORE Value!

VAVA’U

Nautical Miles
Not to be used for navigation

PRICES
FROM

0

NEIAFU

€1925
Boat only!

LOTUMA

HUNGA

PT MAURELLE
NUA PAPU
VAKA’EITU

NUKU

LISA BEACH

KENUTU

Subject to availability - Skippers require cabin, the
charterer is responsible for providing their food.
Price based on a Sunsail Oceanis 373 for 1 week
departing on the 31/01/2012.
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Your Sunsail Fleet

Choose your yacht
Striving to bring you the biggest choice of yachts at the best
value, we continue to work closely with the world’s leading yacht
builders to design and create the perfect charter yachts. Our fleet
is maintained to the highest standard and backed by our Four
Hour Guarantee. From 30ft to 53ft we have a fantastic fleet
of monohulls and catamarans at our bases across the globe,
offering exceptional choice and catering to every sailor’s needs.
This year we launched a new program enabling you to select
our newest yachts for your sailing holiday. The new range,
called Sunsail Premier Plus, offers yachts with less than a year
of service and all the latest in technology, amenities, electronics
and outstanding performance. With over 230 new yachts arriving
in the Sunsail fleet this year, you can select from a wide range
of Premier Plus yachts, including the successful Sunsail 384
‘Boat of the Year’ and new flagship cat, the Sunsail 444 by
Robertson and Caine, and the Sunsail 38, 41 and 53 monohulls
by Jeanneau.
View photos, layouts and 360-degree tours of Sunsail’s yachts,
and get a holiday quote on www.sunsail.co.uk.
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Included onboard
• GPS chartplotter

• Cockpit cushions

• Autopilots

• Fully equipped galley

• Electric windlass

• Upgraded refrigeration

• Wind instruments

• Pressurised hot water

• Battened mainsail with lazy
lines and stack packs

• Bed linen and bath towels
(excluding UK)

• Furling genoa sail

• Cabin fans

• Transom BBQ
(Caribbean and Exotics)

• FM radio / CD player

• RIB dinghies with outboard
engine (Caribbean only)
• Snorkelling equipment

• Sprayhood on most
Premier and Premier Plus 		
yachts 36ft and over

Your Sunsail Fleet

NEW Sunsail 444 Page 79

NEW Sunsail F40 Page 73

New Sunsail Premier Plus Yachts

These yachts have less than 1 year of service and offer all the latest in technology,
amenities, equipment and performance. A Premier Plus yacht will guarantee you are
one of the first to sail onboard our brand new additions to the fleet.

NEW Sunsail 38 Page 72

On Deck

All our yachts feature electric windlass to take the effort out of anchoring, an easy
stow mainsail, roller furling genoa sail and self tailing winches. To keep cool we supply
a bimini sunshade for the cockpit, cockpit cushions, swim ladders and deck showers.

Down Below

Depending on the size of your yacht you’ll find between 1 and 4 toilet/shower
rooms (heads) aboard with pressurised hot and cold water. A complete set of bed
linen and bath towels is provided (excluding the UK). Each galley is fully equipped
and all cabins have fans.

Additional Features

All yachts have a Radio/CD player with cockpit speakers, snorkelling equipment,
GPS, chart plotters, auto pilot and 12v outlet. A transom BBQ is provided in the
Caribbean. All Premier and Premier Plus yachts have an mp3 connection.

Your Safety

All our yachts come equipped with full safety equipment and meet the specific
regulations for the country in which you are sailing.

NEW Sunsail 53 Page 76
www.sunsail.eu
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Sunsail 32i
Built to perform well under all conditions, this
yacht from Jeanneau is dedicated to comfort.
A performance boat, the design has cleverly
incorporated a large aft cabin, bigger than
average galley, separate saloon and chart table.

Sunsail 32i - At a glance
Berths

4/6

Max. Draft

1.50m/4'11"

Cabins

2

Sail Area

50.3m2/541ft2

Heads

1

Engine

15kw/20hp

LOA

9.6m/31'6"

Headroom

Beam

3.33m/10'10"

Sunsail Oceanis 323
This superbly equipped 32 footer is stable
and fast with an ingeniously designed interior
layout. Under sail you’ll find her safe and easy
for short-handed cruising, with all lines led
back to the cockpit.

Sunsail Oceanis 323 - At a glance
Berths

4/6

Max. Draft

1.45m/4’4”

Cabins

2

Sail Area

50.70m²/521ft²

Heads

1

Engine

16kw/21hp

LOA

10.01m/30’4”

Headroom

1.95m/6’5”

Beam

3.26m/9’8”

Berths

4/6

Max. Draft

1.50m/4'11"

Cabins

2

Sail Area

55.3m2/595ft2

Heads

1

Engine

15kw/20hp

LOA

9.96m/32'7"

Headroom

Beam

3.33m/10'10"

Sunsail 33i
This quick and responsive yacht, boasts a
large cockpit and spacious interior enabling
you to truly enjoy cruising in comfort.
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1.84m/6'1"

Saloon converts to single berths.

Sunsail 33i - At a glance

2m/6'6"

Saloon converts to single berths.

Sunsail Oceanis 343
With a Beneteau deck styling with larger
windows, more headroom and a spacious
interior and a larger forward cabin make her,
not only a joy to sail but comfortable as well.
BOATS

BOATS

Berths

4/5 or 6/7

Max. Draft

1.44m/4’9”

Cabins

2 or 3

Sail Area

54m²/586ft²

Heads

1

Engine

16kw/30hp

LOA

10.82m/35’6”

Headroom

1.88m/6’2”

Beam

3.48m/11’5”

Sunsail Odyssey 35

Your Sunsail Fleet

Sunsail Oceanis 343 - At a glance

Sunsail Odyssey 35 - At a glance

This Sunfast hull is fast and sporty! The brand
ensures the easy to handle rig and a cruising
interior we have come to expect from Jeanneau
with a separate saloon and galley.

Berths

4/6 or 6/8

Max. Draft

1.70m/5'6"

Cabins

2 or 3

Sail Area

58m2/624ft2

Heads

1

Engine

20.25kw/27hp

LOA

10.75m/35'3"

Headroom

Beam

3.49m/11'5"

Berths

4/6 or 6/8

Max. Draft

1.94m/6’4”

Cabins

2 or 3

Sail Area

63.7m²/686ft²

Heads

1

Engine

23kw/29hp

LOA

10.94m/35’

Headroom

1.92m/6’3”

Beam

3.59m/11’8”

1.89m/6'2"

Saloon converts to double berth.

BOATS

Sunsail 36i
The Sunsail 36i is one of the newer highperformance cruising yachts in the Sunsail fleet.
Built for comfort by Jeanneau, its cutting-edge
design gives it the personality of a real blue-water
boat, whilst its technical fittings are unequalled.

Sunsail 36i - At a glance

Saloon converts to two single berths.

www.sunsail.eu
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Sunsail Oceanis 373

Sunsail Oceanis 373 - At a glance

The Oceanis 373 continues the design of her
bigger sister the Oceanis 393 and provides extra
headroom and a more spacious feel to the interior
while retaining an excellent sailing performance.
BOATS

Berths

4/6 or 6/8

Max. Draft

1.50m/4’11”

Cabins

2 or 3

Sail Area

67m²/721ft”2

Heads

1

Engine

20.25kw/27hp

LOA

11.25m/36’11”

Headroom

2.09m/6’7”

Beam

3.73m/12’2”

Saloon converts to two single berths.

BOATS

Sunsail 38
Designed by Marc Lombard and built by Jeanneau,
the sporty new Sunsail 38 offers ease of handling with
a stylish, bright interior. Building on the success of the
new generation Sunsail 41 ‘European Yacht of the
Year’, the Sunsail 38 features two double cabins and
a spacious head and separate shower stall, making
her the ideal cruising platform for a small family or two
couples. With twin wheel steering, the Sunsail 38 is
fast and easy to sail short-handed.

Sunsail 38 - At a glance
Berths

4/6

Max. Draft

1.95m/6’4”

Cabins

2/3

Sail Area

71m2/764ft2

Heads

1

Engine

21kw/29hp

LOA

11.24m/36’10”

Headroom

1.92m/6’3”

Beam

3.76m/12’4”

W
NE

Sunsail 39i
The Sunsail 39i from Jeanneau will please all
sailors with its excellent amenities specifically
designed with the cruising charterer in mind. A
spacious cockpit interior with twin helm, great
control line layout, and light and airy interior
design make this yacht sure to be a firm favourite.
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Sunsail 39i - At a glance
Berths

6/8

Max. Draft

2m/6’7”

Cabins

3

Sail Area

70.5m²/759ft²

Heads

2

Engine

29.83kw/39hp

LOA

11.86/39’

Headroom

Beam

3.88m/12’9”

1.95m/6’4”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail 39
Families and groups of friends have more than
enough room onboard with a cockpit that has
been designed so that all on deck manoeuvres
are really simple.

Berths

6/8

Max. Draft

1.80m/5’9”

Cabins

3

Sail Area

65.4m²/704ft²

Heads

1 or 2

Engine

29kw/39hp

LOA

11.82m/38’9”

Headroom

Beam

3.96m/13’

Sunsail Oceanis 393
The 393 features Beneteau’s latest deck profile
design, with a large window forward of the mast
that floods the saloon with light.

Your Sunsail Fleet

Sunsail 39 - At a glance

2.00m/6’6”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail Oceanis 393 - At a glance
Berths

4/6 or 6/8

Max. Draft

1.90m/6’2”

Cabins

2 or 3

Sail Area

75m²/807ft²

Heads

2

Engine

39kw/56hp

LOA

11.95m/39’3”

Headroom

Beam

3.96m/12’11”

Sunsail F40

2m/6’6”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail F40 - At a glance

Drawn by Farr Yacht Design, the First 40 by
Beneteau is a thoroughbred cruiser/racer,
adaptable for both, to suit the sailors needs. The
interior is modern, spacious and comfortable.
BOATS

Berths

8

Max. Draft

1.9m/6’2”

Cabins

3

Sail Area

86.5m²/930ft²

Heads

1

Engine

30kw/40hp

LOA

12.58m/41’3”

Headroom

Beam

3.89m/12’7”

1.87m/6’1”

Saloon converts to double berth.

W
NE
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Sunsail 41
This beautiful yacht is superbly balanced, offering
a spacious cockpit with twin wheels, a generous
sail plan and sleek lines which combines to give
her an outstanding performance under sail.

Sunsail 41 - At a glance
Berths

6/8

Max. Draft

Cabins

3

Sail Area

2.1m/6’8”
78.9m²/849.2ft2

Heads

2

Engine

29.8kw/40hp

LOA

12.34m/40’5”

Headroom

Beam

4m/13’1”

1.92m/6'3"

Saloon converts to double berth.

W
NE

Sunsail 42i
The ultra - comfortable Sunsail 42i is designed
in the true maritime tradition: this yacht
offers spacious, functional below-deck
accommodation. Her lines are modern and
flowing with a generous sail plan.

Sunsail 42i - At a glance
Berths

6/8

Max. Draft

2.13m/7’

Cabins

3

Sail Area

82m²/877ft²

Heads

2

Engine

40.3kw/54hp

LOA

12.85m/42’2”

Headroom

Beam

4.13m/13’6”

1.97m/6’6”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail 423
Three double cabins with en-suite heads make
her perfect for couples, families or friends.
The galley and saloon areas have spacious
headroom and good lighting and you’ll enjoy
easy handling on the 423 with autopilot.
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Sunsail Oceanis 423 - At a glance
Berths

6/8

Max. Draft

1.70m/5’6”

Cabins

3

Sail Area

84m²/904ft²

Heads

3

Engine

42kw/56hp

LOA

13.10/42’9”

Headroom

Beam

3.91m/12’9”

1.90m/6’2”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail 43
Berths

6/8 or 8/10

Max. Draft

1.90m/6’3”

Cabins

3 or 4

Sail Area

82m²/880ft²

Heads

2 or 3

Engine

39kw/54hp

LOA

13.25/43’6”

Headroom

Beam

4.43m/14’5”

Sunsail 44i
Built by worldclass builder Jeanneau, the
Sunsail 44i is designed by naval architect
Philippe Briand. The elegant lines of the deck,
top of the line hardware and expansive cockpit
make this yacht a joy to sail.

2.02m/6’8”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail 44i - At a glance
Berths

8/10 or 6/8

Max. Draft

2.05m/6’8”

Cabins

3 or 4

Sail Area

99.6m²/1072ft²

Heads

2 or 3

Engine

40.6kw/54hp

LOA

13.75m/45’1”

Headroom

Beam

4.37m/14’4”

Sunsail Oceanis 473
These 4 cabin yachts have an extra cabin with
twin up and down singles large enough for 2
adults. The wide transom gives extra volume
in the aft cabins and a large cockpit. Ideal for 3
couples or a family.

Your Sunsail Fleet

Built by Beneteau, the Sunsail 43 design
focuses on functionality and open-air living.
Generous capacities for water, fuel and
personal belongings mean increased comfort
on the water.

Sunsail 43 - At a glance

1.93m/6’4”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail Oceanis 473 - At a glance
Berths

6/8 or 8/10

Max. Draft

2.10m/6’11”

Cabins

3 or 4

Sail Area

113m²/1216ft²

Heads

3

Engine

56.25kw/75hp

LOA

14.48m/47’6”

Headroom

Beam

4.31m/14’2”

1.92m/6’3”

Saloon converts to double berth.

www.sunsail.eu
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Sunsail 50
The Sunsail 50 focuses on combining functionality
with spacious living. On deck, the large cockpit
features twin helm positions. This yacht features
4 double cabins, a port aft cabin with twin bunk
berths and 3 heads compartments.

Sunsail 50 - At a glance
Berths

11/13

Max. Draft

2m/6’7”

Cabins

5/6

Sail Area

110m²/1184ft²

Heads

4/5

Engine

74kw/110hp

LOA

15.62m/51’13”

Headroom

2.02m/6’7”

Beam

4.90m/16’

Sunsail Beneteau 50
Built using the First 53ft hull makes this a great
performance yacht, as well as featuring four
double cabins, with en suite facilities and a bow
cabin with twin singles.

Sunsail Beneteau 50 - At a glance
Berths

8/10 + 2 in crew cabins

Max. Draft

Cabins

4+1

Sail Area

126m²/1360ft2

Heads

4+1

Engine

66kw/88hp

LOA

15.48m/50’7”

Headroom

Beam

4.48m/14’8”

Berths

9/11

Max. Draft

2.28m/7’5”

Cabins

5

Sail Area

132m2/1420ft2

Heads

5

Engine

82kw/110hp

LOA

16.06m/52’8”

Headroom

2.02m/6’7”

Beam

4.77m/15’7”

Sunsail 53
The largest of our monohulls, this yacht is perfect
for larger groups and families and combines
outstanding performance and comfort.

1.80m/5'11"

1.90m/6’3”

Saloon converts to double berth.

Sunsail 53 - At a glance

Saloon converts to double berth.

W
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Saloon converts to double berth.
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Sunsail Lagoon 380
Berths

8/10

Max. Draft

1.15m/3’9”

Cabins

4

Sail Area

79m²/850ft2

Heads

2

Engine

2 x 20.25kw/30hp

LOA

11.60m/37’10"

Headroom

1.95m/6’5”

Beam

6.53m/21’5”

Sunsail 384
Superb performance from the Sunsail 384 is
guaranteed. The exterior has a cockpit hardtop
providing excellent shade and weather protection
and the vertical front windscreens give superb
panoramic visibility.

Sunsail 384 - At a glance
Berths

8/10

Max. Draft

1.05m/3’5”

Cabins

4

Sail Area

92m²/991ft²

Heads

2

Engine

2 x 23kw/30hp

LOA

11.43/37’6”

Headroom

1.95m/6’5”

Beam

6.04m/19’10”

Sunsail 404
Enjoy a large cockpit and outside dining area
protected by a hard top bimini, together with
spacious interior boasting four double cabins
and an additional single berth in each bow.

Your Sunsail Fleet

Remarkably big for its size and like the 410 has
a feel that we have all come to expect from
Lagoon. Big enough for 4 couples but still
easy to handle under both power and sail. This
catamaran is great for couples and families.

Sunsail Lagoon 380 - At a glance

Sunsail Lagoon 404 - At a glance
Berths

8/10 + 2 in bow

Max. Draft

1.18m²/3”10”

Cabins

4

Sail Area

94.8m²/1021ft”2

Heads

2

Engine

2 x 23kw/29hp

LOA

11.97m/39’3”

Headroom

1.9m/6’2”

Beam

6.14m/20’2”

www.sunsail.eu
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Sunsail Lagoon 410
Having 4 cabins with en suite facilities, the
Lagoon 410 has enough space for up to 10
people. With so much room and comfort, it feels
like a home from home.

Sunsail Lagoon 410 - At a glance
Berths

8/10

Max. Draft

1.2m/3’11”

Cabins

4

Sail Area

89m²/957ft²

Heads

4

Engine

2 x 29.83kw/40hp

LOA

12.37m/40’5”

Headroom

1.95m/6’5”

Beam

7.09m/23’2”

Sunsail 434
Spacious and luxurious with 4 double cabins and
two single berths in the forward bows, the Sunsail
434 by Robertson & Caine is perfect for families
and friends. The cockpit’s raised helmsman’s seat
makes navigation and manoeuvres easy.

Sunsail 434 - At a glance
Berths

8/9 +2 in bow

Max. Draft

1.42m/4’3”

Cabins

4

Sail Area

115m²/1238ft²

Heads

4

Engine

2 x 29.83kw/40hp

LOA

12.95m/42’6"

Headroom

1.95m/6’4”

Beam

6.93m/22’9”

Sunsail Lagoon 440
This award-winning catamaran has an impressive
innovative design that includes a spacious
forward cockpit, raised steering station with
excellent visibility, large main saloon with
panoramic view, four queen sized cabins and
large one-way windows.
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Sunsail Lagoon 440 - At a glance
Berths

8/9 +2 in bow

Max. Draft

1.30m/4’3”

Cabins

4

Sail Area

116m²/1248ft²

Heads

4

Engine

2 x 40kw/54hp

LOA

13.61m/44’8”

Headroom

2.10m/6’8”

Beam

7.70m/23’3”

Sunsail 444
This revolutionary new catamaran uniquely
balances comfort and space creating a sailing
performance unrivalled by most catamarans.

BOATS

10

Max. Draft

1.27m/4’2”

Cabins

4

Sail Area

118m²/1270ft²

Heads

4

Engine

2 x 28.68kw/39hp

LOA

12.98m/42’7”

Headroom

2m/6’7”

Beam

7.25m/23’9”

Berths

9/11

Max. Draft

1.35m/4’5”

Cabins

5

Sail Area

134m²/1442ft²

Heads

5

Engine

2 x 41kw/55hp

LOA

14.13m/46'4"

Headroom

2m/6’6”

Beam

7.57m/24’10”

W
NE

Berths

Your Sunsail Fleet

Sunsail 444 - At a glance

Sunsail 464
Four en suite staterooms, air conditioning, a fully
fitted modern galley, full size navigation station,
the signature ‘walk-through’ access to the roomy
cockpit and fold down bathing platform that sits
between the aft hulls are all features that complete
this exciting new model from Robertson & Caine.

Sunsail 464 - At a glance

Other Yachts
The following yachts are also available but not
featured in this brochure.

Monohull
• Sunsail Oceanis 361
• Sunsail 39
• Sunsail Odyssey 40
• Sunsail Odyssey 42.2
• Gib ‘sea 43
• Sunsail Odyssey 43
• Sunsail Odyssey 45.2
• Sunsail Oceanis 461
• Sunsail 49i
• Sunsail Oceanis 523

Catamarans
• Sunsail 403
• Sunsail 424
• Sunsail 474
• Sunsail Bahia 46

www.sunsail.eu
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Yacht Sales
		& Partnership
Sunsail Yacht Partnership Program
Own your dream yacht, sail the world, pay no monthly expenses
and receive a guaranteed income ... that’s what you get through
Sunsail’s Yacht Partnership Program. We bring you the world’s
biggest choice of yachts and sailing destinations so you can
explore the globe with ease. Sunsail takes care of all maintenance,
insurance and berthing fees while paying you a guaranteed
monthly income. The only work you need do is plan your next trip!
You can sail up to 12 weeks each year on your yacht
or an equivalent model from any of our worldwide
destinations – you can charter bareboat, join a flotilla
or even hone your skills with our sailing schools.

Key Benefits
• All mooring fees, maintenance and insurance paid
by Sunsail
• High guaranteed income
• No operating expenses charged to owners
• Guaranteed buyback with some purchase options
• Owners’ holiday benefits of up to 12 weeks per year
• Sail from over 30 destinations
• Choice of operational locations

Yachts offered in our Yacht Partnership Program include
monohulls and catamarans from 36ft to 53ft, fitted out for
maximum comfort and safety. This program is the most
cost-effective way to own the yacht of your dreams.

E urope ’ s N o . 1 B oating H oliday C ompany

Discover the fast way to slow down...
Come and cruise Europe’s beautiful rivers, lakes
and canals on board your own self-drive cruiser
and discover a fantastic way to relax and enjoy
quality time with family and friends.
Le Boat, Europe’s number one boating holiday
company offers self-drive cruises in the most beautiful
waterways of Europe. We have been introducing
people to the delights of canal cruising for over 40
years. Whether you’re new to boating or a seasoned
cruiser you’ll quickly discover that our boats are
so easy to handle that no previous experience is
necessary. From the ultimate in cruising luxury to an
affordable traditional boat, we have something to
suit all tastes, budgets and party size. Le Boat can
accommodate intimate cruising for two or larger boats
for groups up to 10 for reunions of family and friends.
We have multi-lingual, experienced teams at over 40
bases across Europe and the largest fleet of stylish
cruisers. Try our new Vision/Le Boat 1500 Series, the
ultimate luxury cruiser equipped with the latest marine
and green technology for a superior boating holiday.

France

Italy

Germany

England

Ireland

N o e x perience necessary

Scotland

Belgium

Holland

N o licence required

ForFor
more
information
on aon
LeaBoat
holiday
or toor
request
a brochure
please call
more
information
Le Boat
holiday
to request
a brochure
please
contact
agent
0844 463
6537
or visityour
www.leboat.co.uk
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More Fun Ways to Sail

Sailing Schools
From Start Yachting courses, International Certificate of Competence
(ICC) and RYA Day Skipper qualifications right through to your final
Yachtmaster Exam; Sunsail offers all you need to get fully qualified.
Our cruising ground in The Solent offers some of the very best
sailing conditions, and scenery in the world. However if you fancy
being taught in warmer climates we also offer selected courses
in the tropical Caribbean, inspiring Thailand, or the sensational
Whitsundays as well as at our Club Vounaki, Greece.

NEW for Sunsail Sailing Schools
• ICC (International Certificate of Competence) qualification
• RYA Day Skipper 9 Day Combined course
• RYA Fast Track Skipper’s Course
• RYA Day Skipper Tidal Conversion
• RYA First Aid
• RYA Sea Survival
• RYA Radar
• 12 Day Instructional Cruise & Canaries Milebuilder
• RYA Diesel Engine
• Race Training
• ISAF Offshore Safety Course
• Individual One to One Training
• Mooring fees & welcome dinner included in course fee

Sunsail Racing, Hospitality and Events
We can arrange anything from corporate sailing events,
international regattas to team building and hospitality days,
or why not plan an unforgettable celebration with family and
friends! Whatever it is you are looking for; we will work with you
to achieve your objectives and organise your perfect event.
Whether you are a complete beginner or experienced sailor, you
can join sunsail racing and experience the thrill of yacht racing,
either as an individual, a group, a whole crew or a complete regatta.
We offer a completely bespoke and tailored events service,
and can arrange anything from corporate sailing events,
international regattas to team building and hospitality days,
or why not plan an unforgettable celebration with family and
friends! Whatever it is you are looking for; we will work with you
to achieve your objectives and organise your perfect event.

Make the most of it!
• Regattas
• Team Building
• Company Sailing Challenges
• Networking
• Bespoke Sailing Events
• Social occasions

www.sunsail.eu
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Holiday Services and Important Extras
Advanced booking discounts
When booking 6 months in advance save 5% in high season & 10% low season. High season is applicable to departures in school
holidays including Christmas, Easter and Bank Holidays.
Long Term Discounts
Save 5% when you book a yacht charter for 14 nights or more - does not apply to 2 week flight inclusive rates as this discount
has already been applied.
Group Discount
There are some big savings to be made when sailing in a group. The discounts are tailored to your group requirements so contact
the team for a quote.
Discounts do not apply to airport taxes.
Food and Drinks Packages - prices from €20 per boat
Choose from our food and drinks options to make your arrival run smoothly. These packages can be pre-booked and pre-paid so
all you need to do is arrive on your yacht and have the convenience of a fully stocked fridge.
Yacht Damage Waiver & Security deposits

What’s included in your Sunsail Boat Only Holiday
Fully equipped cruising yacht as per specification
for the duration of your holiday

Life jackets for children aged 4 years and
over (13 and over in the uk)

All clean linen including towels. Please bring your
own beach towels or purchase on site This does
not apply to UK, where neither towels nor linen are
provided.

GPS

One full cylinder of cooking gas

Sunsail Four Hour Guarantee

Dinghy tender (except UK)

24 hour emergency call out by Sunsail

Outboard engine (except UK)

VAT (where applicable)

Sunsail clients have two options to cover themselves for accidental damage or loss.
Please note neither the Yacht Damage Waiver nor the Security Deposit cover any acts of gross negligence, such as damage occurred
whilst sailing outside the defined sailing area and hours, sailing under the influence of alcohol or drugs, running aground or taking
the yacht single handed as stated in the Sunsail Booking Conditions Customer Behaviour.
Option 1 – Yacht Damage Waiver
All bookings will automatically be priced to include the Yacht Damage Waiver option at the point of sale and on the booking
confirmation. This payment is required to cover the possibility of damage to the yacht, or damage to or loss of ancillary equipment
or damage caused by a third party.
The Excess of €420 will be taken at the yacht base upon arrival as part of the embarkation process. If damage occurs to a value
lower than the excess you will be refunded the amount less the cost of repair. If the damage incurred exceeds the excess, the
payment will not be refunded and you will not be required to pay any additional costs upon disembarkation.
Option 2 – Security Deposit
Alternatively, you can opt to pay a Security Deposit at the base upon arrival as part of the embarkation process. This is a refundable
payment of €3000, in equivalent currency before your embark and you will be liable for damage or loss incurred to the yacht and
its ancillary equipment up to the maximum cost of €3000. If damage occurs to the value lower than the security deposit you will be
refunded your payment less the cost of repair. If the damage incurred exceeds the security deposit value, your payment will not be
refunded and you will not be required to pay any additional costs.
Please refer to the Booking Conditions for additional information on the equipment and Sunsail’s Third Party Yacht Insurance cover
of up to $10 US million.

Food and Drink – choose from our Food and
Drinks packages

Turkey Transit Log

Mooring and marina fees

Personal Travel Insurance

National Park fees and cruising taxes

Yacht Cleaning

Provisioning

Fuel – prepaid fuel options are non refundable

Infant life jackets for children aged up to 4 years
(up to 13 years in the UK)

Yacht Damage Waiver

Sunsail Boat Only Holiday
In the event of cancelling your Boat Only holiday with Sunsail the relevant cancellation charges will apply to the Boat Only cost as
indicated on your invoice.
Changes outside 60 days we will do our utmost to make these changes subject to availability. If we can make the changes then
a €45 amendment fee per person would apply and you will be liable for any costs incurred by Sunsail due to these changes.

Price Per Day
up to 35ft

36ft - 43ft

44ft + Incl Cats

Refundable
Excess

Maximum
Liability

Option 1

€36

€39

€42

€750

€750

Option 2

€0

€0

€0

€3000

€3000

Option

What’s not included in your Sunsail Boat Only Holiday

Racing Regattas
Sunsail clients choosing to participate in sailing regattas will be required to pay a non-refundable race supplement in advance plus
a refundable security deposit payable at the base for rigging or collision damage. This is payable by credit or debit card in addition
to the relevant Yacht Damage Waiver. All clients planning to participate in a sailing regatta are required to obtain prior consent from
Sunsail. Please call the sales team for more details of the individual Regattas available and the relevant terms associated to each.
Please note the race supplement is a charge omitted from any discount.
Visa, Passport and Travel documentation
Whilst we are able to provide basic advice to clients regarding passports and visa requirements, you should check with the
appropriate Embassy, Consulate or Foreign Office for the exact requirements for your chosen tour and date of travel. It is your
responsibility to ensure that you have the correct passport and visas to gain access to any country/region included in the travel
arrangements which you purchase from us. If you fail to do so, we have no liability to you for any cost, loss or damage which you
suffer, nor will we refund you the cost of any unused portion of your travel arrangements. In some cases, countries will refuse
entry to clients who have criminal records. Should you be concerned about this, please check with the embassy or consulate of the
countries to which you are travelling. The lead name is entirely responsible for ensuring that all members of the group have the
correct and valid documentation for travel. We cannot accept responsibility for any failure to comply resulting in any costs or fines
being incurred and we advise you to check with your passport office or the consulate in question if you have any queries. Clients
travelling overland to certain destinations may need to also pass through controls of other countries en-route so this should be
allowed for with any passport/visa applications. When travelling to the US you must have the correct passport to travel on the Visa
Waiver Programme or have obtained the correct visa, valid for your stay. Each person wishing to visit the US must have either; i)
an e-passport (if your passport is issued after 26 October 2006), or a machine readable passport (containing a digital photograph)
if your passport is issued after the 26 October 2005 and a Visa Waiver Form or ii) a valid passport and a valid visa which must be
obtained before travel from the US authorities. If you are travelling to the USA, the US authorities have introduced a requirement
for passengers travelling under the Visa Waiver Programme to register for Electronic Travel Authority. For additional specifics about
the VWP please consult the VWP information on the U.S. Embassy London website www.usembassy.org.uk. We recommend that
you carry your ESTA approval with you when you travel and recommend you register at least 72 hours before departure. Please
Note: when you register for ESTA you must have a valid passport at the time of registration. If you have applied for a post dated
passport (for example to reflect a change in name) this passport will not be valid until the effective date noted in the passport.
Children and minors wanting to travel with a Visa Waiver form must hold their own Machine Readable Passport or e-passport.
Please note that the nationals of some countries can only travel to the US if they have a valid visa as they are not eligible for the
Fuel Options
Visa Waiver Programme.
All bookings for a yacht charter will automatically be priced to include the standard fuel option at the point of sale and on the
booking confirmation. It gives you peace of mind and is convenient as you are not required to return the yacht with a full tank of fuel.
Alternatively, you can opt to pay for your fuel locally but you MUST ensure your yacht is returned to the base with a FULL TANK. This
option is not recommended in many of our bases as there are no opportunities to refuel before returning to the base to commence
disembarkation process whilst chartering.
The Sunsail Four Hour Guarantee
We maintain our yachts to the highest standards, and back up our commitment to these standards with this Guarantee: should you
experience a technical problem during your charter, we will complete repairs within four hours of notification of our nearest base,
or we guarantee a credit towards a future Sunsail product, based on the daily flight exclusive charter fee.

Changes within 60 days will be treated as cancellation and the holiday has to be re-booked. In this case cancellation charges as
outlined in the table would apply.
Where you have added flights to your Sunsail Boat Only Holiday the relevant airline cancelation terms and conditions with regards
to the flight element of your holiday will apply.
Cancellation/Modification Fees
If a cancellation occurs more than 60 days before departure, the deposit payment will be retained by Sunsail. 60-30 days before
departure, 50% of the contractual sum will be retained; if cancellation occurs less than 30 days before departure, 100% of the
sum will be retained. Any minor amendment (e.g. name) will be charged at €45 per amendment. Any major amendment (holiday
date, yacht type, holiday duration, change of holiday value) will be dealt with like a cancellation. Cancellation of FCA flights may
be subject to 100% cancellation fees.
We shall assess whether the minimum number has been achieved and inform you as soon as possible. Other examples of minor
changes include: change of yacht to one of a similar size (within 2ft) and number of cabins, change of route within a cruising
area. If after you have travelled we have to make changes to your holiday and such changes prove to be significant, we will make
suitable alternative arrangements and compensate you if appropriate. If it is impossible to make suitable alternative arrangements
or these are not accepted by you for good reason we will return you to your point of departure and if appropriate compensate you.
Accept a full refund of all money paid If you accept a major change or we have to cancel your holiday, then in addition to any refund,
we will pay you a minimum compensation as follows – 90–30 days before departure, compensation will be €30 per person; less
than 30 days before departure, €60 per person. There will be no compensation paid in case of Force Majeure.
How to Book
To make a booking you can contact us in several ways; directly over the telephone, via our website or through an approved Travel
Agent. The person making the booking (the ‘lead name’) must be 18 years old or over and possess the legal capacity and authority
to make the booking and accepts these booking conditions on behalf of everyone in their party. You will be expected to pay a deposit
at time of booking of 30% when booking a Sunsail Boat Only Holiday. You may also be required to pay in full for any additional
purchases such as flights and transfers. If you are booking within of departure full payment must be made. If we accept your
booking, we will issue a Confirmation Invoice. A contract will exist between us from the date we issue the Confirmation Invoice or
if you book within 7 days of departure the contract will exist when we accept your payment. When you receive the Confirmation
Invoice please check the details carefully and inform us immediately if anything is incorrect.
Once a booking has been confirmed, offers and discounts cannot be applied retrospectively. The balance of the price of your holiday
must be paid at least 60 days before your departure date. If the balance is not paid in full by 60 days we will retain your deposit and
cancel the booking. If you book through an agent, all contact with you will be via them.
Names on travel documents must exactly match those in your passports. Unless we are responsible for the mistake, we will not
accept liability if an airline or other supplier refuses boarding because the name(s) shown in your passport differ from those on your
ticket. Travel documents will be sent or emailed to you approximately 2 weeks before the departure of your holiday, and will not be
issued unless payment of the due balance has been received and any bank transfers have cleared. We cannot accept any liability
for tickets lost in the post. If you live outside the UK we will normally email any holiday information documents.
By accepting this Contract you, the Lead Name, must be over 18 and confirm that you and/or members of your crew are capable
and competent to sail the yacht in the conditions and cruising area of charter in-line with port authority regulations advised at
point of sale.
Method of Payment
Payment of the charter shall be made in instalments - Details are listed on your invoice. The Charterer is responsible for additional
running expenses occurring during the charter such as food, pilotage, mooring and docking fees, port charges, cruising taxes and
park permits and customs – these charges are not part of the charter package.
Taking the Boat into Possession
Taking the boat into possession is effective once the formalities below have been completed.

The Sunsail Four Hour Guarantee covers all equipment considered essential to the operation of the yacht including engine,
transmission, windlass, sails, standing and running rigging, battery and alternator.

a) Full payment of the charter

Weather

c) Submission of Sailing Certificate or Experience Report

The wind and sailing conditions shown in our brochure give you a guide of the conditions to expect. Please bear in mind however
sailing experience should be taken into consideration as conditions can vary.

Redelivery of the Vessel

b) Submission of Crewlist and arrival details (no later than 2 weeks prior to charter)
d) Refundable Deposit is left by Credit Card (if applicable)
The Charterer agrees to return back to the port specified the night before charter end. The Charterer agrees to return the boat fully
equipped, clean and in the same condition as first delivered. The Charterer should allow sufficient time to make this re-delivery
taking into account prevailing weather conditions. Should the Charterer be delayed, Sunsail needs to be informed immediately.
Otherwise Sunsail has the right to: a) Charge a pro rata fee for the time the delivery is delayed plus 25% for any loss that Sunsail or
the Yacht Owner may sustain due to the delayed delivery. b) Charge for all expenses involved in returning the yacht to the originally
agreed port (should the yacht be left at any other location).
Your Holiday Price
Occasionally we may need to make a major change which includes, but is not limited to the following:
a) A significant change of destination
b) A change of yacht to a significantly lower standard
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If we are unable to provide the booked travel arrangements and have had to cancel them before the holiday is due to start, you
can either:
a) Accept our offer of a replacement charter of equivalent or higher quality (subject to availability)
b) Accept our offer of a replacement charter of lower quality (subject to availability) and we will
refund the difference in cost.
c) Accept a full refund of the money you have paid.
If you accept a major change, or if we have to cancel your charter then in addition to any refund, we will pay you as a minimum,
compensation in accordance with the amounts below. Accept where the major change is due to reasons of Force Majeure or
where we have not obtained the minimum number of people to operate the charter. Children under 2 years are not entitled to
any compensation.
In no circumstances will we cancel your holiday less than 2 weeks before the scheduled departure date except for reasons of
force majeure (as defined below) or failure on your part to pay the final balance. We strongly recommend that you make no travel
arrangements to your point of departure, make any connecting travel that is non-refundable or non-changeable or incurs penalties
or incur any costs in respect of visas or vaccinations until such time as your travel itinerary has been confirmed. If you make
such arrangements which you are then unable to use due to a change in your itinerary we shall not be liable to you for the cost of
those arrangements. If we are forced to cancel your holiday after departure we will, wherever possible, make suitable alternative
arrangements. If we are unable to make such alternative arrangements, or you reject these for good reason then we will return you
to your point of departure and refund you for any unused services, if appropriate.
Circumstances amounting to “force majeure” include any event which we or the supplier of the service(s) in question could not
even with all due care, foresee or forestall such as (by way of example and not by way of limitation) war, threat of war, riot, civil
strife, industrial dispute, terrorist activity, natural or nuclear disaster, fire, acts of God, adverse weather conditions, and all similar
events.
In February 2005 a new Europe-wide law relating to denied boarding, delays and cancellation of flights came into force. This law
granted rights to passengers including in certain circumstances the right to cancel their flight and receive reimbursement of the
cost of the flight from their airline. Full details of these rights are publicised at EU airports and are also available from affected
airlines.
Customer Behaviour
You must accept responsibility for the proper conduct of yourself and any members of your party. Sunsail cannot be held
responsible for under age consumption of alcohol. We reserve the right in our absolute discretion to terminate without further
notice the holiday arrangements of any client who refuses to comply with the reasonable instructions or orders of the company
staff, agent or other responsible person whose behaviour in their opinion is likely to cause distress, damage, danger or annoyance
to other customers, staff, any third party or to property.
Our Liability To You
Our obligations, and those of our suppliers providing any service or facility included in your holiday, are to take reasonable skill
and care to arrange for the provision of such services and facilities. You must show that reasonable skill and care has not been
used if you wish to make any claim. Standards of, for example, safety, hygiene and quality vary throughout the transport and
destinations that your holiday may involve. Sometimes these standards will be lower than those which would be expected in the
UK. The services and facilities included in your holiday will be deemed to be provided with reasonable skill and care if they comply
with any local regulations which apply.

yacht makes passage. Yachts may not be sailed single handed and the second crew member should be fit and qualified to RYA
Competent Crew standard (or equivalent). In certain cruising areas, the second crew member must be over 18 years of age.
Night sailing (except the UK) and partaking in any third party race is not permitted without written approval from Sunsail. In
the interests of safety, Sunsail’s staff may order a change to your itinerary, decide whether or not conditions are safe to use a
craft or make a passage and whether this should be under power or sail. Sunsail reserve the right to instruct the charterer not
to take the yacht out if Sunsail consider the weather conditions to be too dangerous. The charterer must return the yacht to the
home port on the date and by the time specified on the booking form but agree not to take the yacht out in bad weather even
if this may lead to the yacht not being returned by the agreed date. If it becomes apparent that the charterer is unable to return
the yacht on the specified date then they should advise Sunsail accordingly but will still be subject to an additional charter
fee for each day or part of day that the yacht is overdue. Upon return of the yacht the charterer shall hand the yacht over to an
authorised member of Sunsail staff but Sunsail cannot accept that the vessel is free from defects that may not be immediately
apparent. Any damage, incident or defect must be reported to Sunsail’s authorised staff. In the event of any disagreement over
damage or loss, the matter will be referred to a senior member of Sunsail staff. The charterer agrees not to carry crew other
than those specified on the crew list, which must be submitted prior to the start of the charter.
At time of booking our dedicated sales agent will qualify your sailing experience inline with the relevant levels required for your
chosen destination. Your declaration will be recorded to ensure we have the relevant experience logged alongside important
advanced passenger information. You will have nominated your Skipper and 1st Mate and advised Sunsail of the qualifications
held by these individuals. The lead skipper and 1st mate must ensure they travel with their relevant sailing certificates i.e.
RYA, ICC or other. On the occasion that the Skipper or 1st Mate does not hold a formal RYA endorsed qualification Sunsail will
provide a Sunsail Certificate which is required when sailing in Greece, valid for this purpose for this charter holiday only and
issue as part of the travel documentation.
Please note that at the time of going to press it is compulsory to hold your ICC or RYA Day Skipper qualification when sailing in
Croatia. These important documents must be presented with your passport to the Port Police upon requests.
The yacht charter we arrange for you must only be used by those people named on your Confirmation Invoice (or on any
Amendment Invoice issued). You are not allowed to share your yacht or let anyone else stay onboard. See YDW.
Participation requirements
All Clients are expected to satisfy themselves prior to booking that they are fit and able to demonstrate suitable sailing ability
and competence to sail in the chosen destination described in this brochure. No unaccompanied minors (those under 18 years
of age) can be accepted however. The minimum age for skippers is 18 years.
Anyone suffering from mobility impairment, illness or disability or undergoing treatment for any physical or medical condition
must declare the true nature of such condition at the time of booking and make arrangements for the provision of any
medication or other treatment which may be required during the holiday. Failure to make such disclosure will constitute a
breach of these booking conditions and result in such persons being excluded from the holiday in which case all monies
paid will be forfeit.
Governing Law and Venue
This agreement will be governed by European Law and any disputes will be dealt with by the European courts.
Privacy policy
Sunsail’s Privacy Policy sets out what information we collect, how we collect it, and what we do with it.
INFORMATION ABOUT YOU
Your Information

Our liability, except in cases involving death, injury or illness, shall be limited to a maximum of 3 times the cost of your travel
arrangements. Our liability in all cases will be limited in accordance with and/or in an identical manner to The contractual terms of
the companies that provide the transportation for your travel arrangements. These terms are incorporated into this contract and any
relevant international convention as detailed below. We are to be regarded as having all benefit of any limitation of compensation
contained in these or any conventions.

This refers to a combination of information such as your name, contact details, travel preferences and special needs/
disabilities/dietary requirements that you supply us or is supplied to us, including any information about other persons on your
booking (“your information”). Your information is collected when you request information from us, contact us (and vice versa)
or make a booking. You are responsible for ensuring that other members of your party are aware of the content of our Privacy
Policy and consent to your acting on their behalf in all your dealings with us.

You can ask for copies of the transport companies’ contractual terms, or the international conventions, from our offices at TUI Travel
House, Crawley Business Quarter, Flemming Way, Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 9QL.

We will update your information whenever we can to keep it current, accurate and complete.

We shall have no liability where the cause of the failure to provide, or failure in, your holiday or any death or personal injury you may
suffer is not due to any fault on our part or that of our agents or suppliers, because it is either attributable to you, or attributable to
someone unconnected with your holiday and is unforeseeable or unavoidable, or is due to unusual or unforeseeable circumstances
beyond our control, the consequences of which could not have been avoided even if all due care had been exercised, or an event
which neither we, nor our agents or suppliers could have foreseen or forestalled.

(1) For the purpose of providing you with our services, including your flight, holiday or insurance, etc., we may disclose
and process your information outside the UK/EEA. In order for you to travel abroad, it may be mandatory (as required
by government authorities at the point(s) of departure and/or destination) to disclose and process your information for
immigration, border control, security and anti-terrorism purposes, or any other purposes which they determine appropriate.
These requirements may differ depending on your destination and you are advised to check. Even if not mandatory, we may
exercise our discretion to assist where appropriate.

If any international convention applies to, or governs, any of the services or facilities included in your holiday arranged or provided
by us, or provided by any of our suppliers, and you make a claim against us of any nature arising out of death, injury, loss or damage
suffered during or as a result of the provision of those services or facilities, our liability to pay you compensation and/or the amount
(if any) of compensation payable to you by us will be limited in accordance with and/or in an identical manner to that provided for
by the international convention concerned (in each case including in respect of the conditions of liability, the time for bringing any
claim and the type and amount of any damages that can be awarded). International Conventions which may apply include, without
limitation: in respect of international air travel, the Warsaw Convention 1929 (as amended) or the Montreal Convention 1999; in
respect of rail travel, the Berne Convention 1961; in respect of carriage by sea, the Athens Convention 1974; in respect of carriage by
road, the Geneva Convention 1973; and, in respect of hotels, the Paris Convention 1962. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that
we are to be regarded as having all benefit of any limitations of compensation contained in any of these Conventions or any other
international conventions applicable to your holiday. Other than as set out above, and as is detailed elsewhere in these booking
conditions, we shall have no legal liability whatsoever to you for any loss or damage.
Personal Injury Unconnected With Your Booked Travel Arrangements
If you, or any member of your party, suffer death, illness or injury whilst overseas arising out of an activity which does not form
part of your package travel arrangements or an excursion arranged through us, we may at our discretion, offer advice, guidance
and assistance. Where legal action is contemplated and you want our assistance, you must obtain our written consent prior to
commencement of proceedings. Our consent will be given subject to you undertaking to assign any costs and benefits received
under any relevant insurance policy to ourselves. We limit the cost of our assistance to you or any member of your party to £5,000.
If your claim is successful then you must repay the amount of any financial assistance we have given you as soon as you recover it.
Equipment And Yacht Insurance Cover
Our equipment and yachts are comprehensively insured. Our policy provides full cover for the equipment and yachts and no less
than $10m US third party cover for your skipper and crew. Sunsail cannot be held responsible for any loss which you may suffer
as a result of the insurers failing to indemnify any risk through you providing incorrect information of previous sailing experience
when requested. A refundable security deposit payable at the Sunsail base in equivalent currency, will be required to cover the
excess for any damage incurred to the yacht or damage to or loss of ancillary equipment such as dinghy tender, outboard engine,
windsurfer, ocean kayak and GPS. However, should damage or loss to yachts and equipment be caused as a result of not obeying
Sunsail instructions, then he or she will be liable for the full amount of repair or replacement and any resulting costs. Adults will at
all times be responsible for minors in their charge.
What If My Yacht Is Not Available?
Should your yacht not be available when you arrive through no fault of Sunsail (e.g. having been damaged by a previous client)
Sunsail may substitute another yacht if necessary of a different type and in a different area but of similar or larger dimensions
and facilities. If a yacht is not available then accommodation will be provided for you free of charge in a hotel of Sunsail’s choice
while repairs are carried out or an alternative yacht is provided. Should this happen you will be compensated under the “Sunsail
Four Hour Guarantee”.
Photography

Our Use of Your Information

(2) We may collect and process your information for the purposes set out in our registration with the Office of the Information
Commissioner, and disclose the same to our group companies for business purposes and also to companies and our service
providers who act as “data processors” on our behalf, or to credit and fraud agencies (some of whom are located outside
the UK/EEA). These business purposes include administration, providing services (and contacting you where necessary),
customer care, service quality, business management and operation, re-organisation/structuring/sale of our business (or
group companies), risk assessment, security, fraud and crime prevention/detection, monitoring, research and analysis,
marketing, customer purchasing preferences and trends, dispute resolution, credit checking and debt collection.
(3) Information (such as health or religion) may be considered “sensitive personal data” under the Data Protection Act 1998.
We collect it to cater to your needs or act in your interest, and we are only prepared to accept sensitive personal data on the
condition that we have your positive consent. By booking with us you also agree for your insurers, their agents and medical
staff to disclose relevant information and sensitive personal data to us in circumstances where we need to act on your
behalf or in the interest of passengers or in an emergency.
If you do not agree to Our Use of Your Information above, we cannot do business with you or accept your booking.
Direct Marketing Material
(1) We may from time to time contact you with information on offers of goods and services, brochures, new products,
forthcoming events or competitions from our holiday divisions and our group companies. Our websites will assume you to
agree to e-communications when you make a booking.
(2) You may indicate your preference regarding receiving third party direct marketing material.
(3) If do not wish to receive such information or would like to change your preference, please refer to point (2) of “Your Rights”
next page.
Your Rights
(1) On completing our Data Subject Access Request form, you are entitled to a copy of the information we hold about you (for
a £10 fee) and to correct any inaccuracies.
(2) You have the right to ask in writing not to receive direct marketing material from us. If available, you can amend your
previous preference on our website(s), use our “unsubscribe email” or refer to our literature containing instructions. Once
properly notified by you, we will take steps to stop using your information in this way.
(3) For a list of our group companies or brands, please send us your request.
Please write to Sunsail Limited, Legal Department, TUI Travel House, Crawley Business Quarter, Fleming Way, Crawley,
West Sussex RH10 9QL.
Foreign Controls
Outside the European Economic Area (EEA), note that controls on data protection in such countries may not be as strong as
the legal requirements in this country.

An essential part of the success of our brochures is using photography that gives clients a true idea of the product, rather than using
models. Photographers are occasionally in our cruising areas. If you have any strong objections to close up photography of yourself
and your party, please indicate your feelings to the photographer at the time.

USE OF TOOLS/”Cookies” and Links to Other Websites

Brochure Accuracy

You can set your web browser to refuse cookies. However, you may not be able to enjoy all the facilities or book via our
website if you do so.

The brochure is prepared from information gathered prior to publication. Every care is taken to ensure that this information is still
correct at the time of going to press (July 2010) but it has to be remembered that facilities may be withdrawn from Sunsail and
holiday particulars altered as a result. These circumstances are regrettably beyond our control and we are unable to accept liability.
Our Sales Team are instructed to advise enquirers of amendments which the company regard as significant. Sunsail shall be
entitled to make any modifications it feels appropriate to the routes, yachts and the equipment provided at any time, without prior
notice. Our Sales Team are often asked for information not contained in the brochure. However, whilst every effort is made to ensure
that all information given is correct, Sunsail cannot however be held responsible if this should prove inaccurate, unless requested
and answered in writing. Any changes or updates made to our products will be listed at www.sunsail.eu/brochure-amendments.
Sailing Qualifications and Safety
As with other activity based holidays, watersports activities contain an element of risk. It should be understood that participation
in these activities is your decision and at your risk. The skipper of a yacht has primary responsibility for the safety of the crew and
craft at all times. By accepting this contract you, the lead name is confirming that you and/or members of your crew are capable
and competent to sail the yacht in the conditions and cruising area of charter. Sunsail reserve the right not to hand over the vessel
if, after inspection, it is of the opinion that the charterer is not, or may not be, competent to be in charge of the vessel. The skipper
is responsible for assuring that he/she and the crew is competent to undertake the planned itinerary. The skipper must take note of
safety information contained in any written material or delivered to the yacht and in chart briefings and is responsible for briefing
the crew on this, the yacht and its systems. The skipper is responsible for checking the inventory and yacht systems before the

If our contact and dealing with you is via our website(s), we may use HTTP cookies. These cookies allow us to identify your
computer but not you personally.

We may use information we hold and cookies to identify your individual website behaviour, searches, preferences, facilitate
your activities on our website(s) and provide you with services and offers. For example:- If you are making a purchase, we may also use cookies to keep track of the transaction from one web page to another.
- We collect information relating to customer use, trends and patterns and use cookies and software tools to capture, measure
and analyse site usage and related information.
- If you also receive our email marketing, we will tailor the information we send you unless you tell us not to. This will enable
us to send you more personalised and relevant communications. You will be given the opportunity on every communication
to opt-out of this personalisation.
- When you are on our website, we may interact with you and/or provide you with personalised information. We do this by
using cookies to identify your individual website behaviour which allows us to provide you with more relevant personalised
promotions.
When you are online but off our site, to help us deliver advertising effectively and avoid repeating adverts, we employ cookies.
These cookies allow us to provide advertising off site which is more relevant to a user’s interests. The information that we
collect and share is anonymous and not personally identifiable. It does not contain a user’s name, address, telephone number
or email address.

www.sunsail.eu

Our website(s) may use a variety HTTP cookies. To help you understand more about, control and/or delete cookies:
(1) Pinsent Masons law firm: www.aboutcookies.org
(2) Internet Advertising Bureau: www.youronlinechoices.com/uk
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Terms & Conditions

c) An alteration to your schedule time of departure or return by more than 12 hours

EURO YCEN12

When you have finished with this brochure please recycle it.

PEFC/16-33-444
http://www.pefc.org

This brochure is printed on paper from
sustainable forests regulated by the PEFC

Follow us on:
Photography by: Thierry Montoriol, May Wastcaro, Jerome Lagopian, Pierrick Garenne, Randy Lincks, Rubenstein Montenegro,
Chris Stephens, Stuart Pearce, Tony Denim, Pat Collinge, Ian Aitken, Sebastien Laugier, Lee Whitehead, Philip Collins, Billy Black,
Jonathan Smith, Tim John, Carl Wilson, Bob Romero, Richard Neall, Philip Schiller.

Your holiday is in safe hands.
Sunsail is proud to be a member of
TUI Travel ® Group of Companies.

